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. ' 
Sillillll'\RY  rHGr~ORANDUi'! 
(clra'\'m  up  by th0 Conunission 's departments) 
T1lis  is the  fo·i.ll'th  report  issued by;  the Commission  o_f  the European  Conun1Uli ties 
on measures  undertaken in the Hember  States to  implement  the  Reconunendation 
'  .  l  .  .  - .  - .· 
on  the housing o:f m:i.grond  1iorkers  • _  The  report  cov:ez:s  the period from 
I  ', 
1 ·  J anuai-y ·197! tot  31  December 1972. and is ·therefore the  _1ast  report  referrin~  · 
to the  Con~ity of the  Six.· 
As  in the previous  reports,' the. replies  from the  Governments  are· included  .  . 
in full,  btit  arranged accoro.ing to, the order of tho  eight. points  of. tho 
Recomm;:mddion~  :In·:tho·., care·,, O'f-twoycountries  an  exception is.  made-... in that'  .  '  . '  .  ~  .  .  .  .  .  . 
their date. are not included in ,the .report  i tsclf but  are  annexed ·:to  it. 
One  of those  colli~trics is  F~ance,  which  ~ubmittod an  explanatory memorandum 
.  . 
instead of an  of.ficial  reply,  and the  s'ccond is Ital;y;,  which, ,.since it is 
I 
primarily an  "e~igration country",  occupies· a  special position  r::.mong_ the 
~.~ember Stetes. 
Once  again,  i:ri  the  period. under review there  ~rere many  discussions  arid much 
'lrle.,s  t•Tl'i ttcn concerning problens of housing foreign '1'70rkers  ;  but it is diffi-
cult to 'obta,j,.n  a  clear picture of the situ;:>.tion in t.he  Conununity  as  a.whole 
. .  .  - .  ·.:  '  \  .  : 
or· even  1-ri. thin indiyidual I:lember  States,  especially in,  view_ of ·the lack of 
.  ,f  •  •  '  •  I  •'  ' 
. statistical data.  lihere  such data ·are available  1  they prove to  come  from 
regio~al and local surveys,  the  res,ul  ts of which,  given the differences 'in 
the scope  al1d  methods  of.  surveys'  are hardly compa,rable'  if at all. 
In 1972  the Commission.arrangod. for the processing Of the  result~ of a 
number of loc:al,  regional  a1id  nation'al surveys  concerning foreign workers' 
housing conditions  in various  countries.  The  sa.llent fe'acture  emerging 
from  an. unpublished report •  ori.  those .  surveys • is  that' generaily speaking  t 
I. 
the state. of d"rel1ings" ·is· ·be;d.;  . 
1  Roconunenda.tion  of the Gonunission· to·  the  r:~embor States  concerning the 
housing of workers  and their famili0s  moving within the  Community 
(Of'ficial Journal  No  137  of' 27  July 1965). . II.  V/46/74  - E 
All too  often foreign worlcors_live  in  she~ty to~~s,  improvised accomodation, 
l.Ulhc;:W.thy  houzing,  huts  and  attics.  Hygienic,  sanitary and  hea~ing arrange-
.  ' 
ments  in· these  dwellings  are  often inadequate.  Viewed  overall,  the 
number of people living in each dTrielling tu1it  is rather hi~h,  and in 
any  case  above  the national averages.  .t:l.lthough  these  conclusions  are 
very general'thoy nevertheless  confirm the existing impression that.the 
housing situation of foreigners  working in the Community  is far from 
satisfactory. 
In 1972  the  Commission proposed to the Cotulcil that  an  extensive 
sociological survey shotJ.d be  org.mized 1·1hi8h  1r10uld  ei:J,eable  the basis 
and origin of the difficulties to be  dctermim~d.  The  preliminary survey 
l'lafl  completed at the same  time  as  the present ·report uas  published. 
Its results will serve t·o  establish tho· definitive procedure ·for ' 
ca.rr.1ing out  the survey proper,  the final  report  on  which the  Commission 
expec·ts  to be  able to submit to the Cotmcil at the  end of 1975.  The 
.  Coil1~i~sion also hopes  that in this fincl  report it >-Jill  be  able to find 
a  basis for an action programme  to improve the situation. 
·In general, . the housing of f'oreign workers is regarded as  a  part of 
general housing 'policy in tho Hember  States.  If the problem is approached  .  - .  .  '" 
from this  ~glo, although it is often suggested that  th~ e~ploycr m~t sec 
to 'accommodation  for his  foreigrl  employees' _then  the ul  tim~te responslbili  ty 
.  .  .  . 
should lie with the Governments,  which  ought  to ensure that sufficient 
accornrnodat,ion. 1a . available tp meet .. tho  demand,  including that of 
foreigners.  However,  it appe.ars  that. only in Germany  ~.d in France have 
special building  programme~ for fo;reigners  been· developed, .  even though  .  .  ~  ' .  . 
it can hardly be  rnaint.,_irwd  ~hat migrant  workors  consti  tu1;o  a  p~sing 
phenomenon.  All this docs not  mean  that the. other Member  States _s~~uld .. 
not  concern themselves  ~nth these  problems,  but  the question arises of 
whether an  adequate solution can be  fo'lU16  to the problem without  adopting 
speci,fic measures  for this category -of persons. 
.. 
f  ' ·•·. 
I  ' 
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III.  V/46/74- E 
The  following .tr.:.blc·  shows  that  approxim3.tQly a  third ·of .the total 
population' increase in tho  Community  in 1969, ·1970,  1971  and 1972 
1v-as  attribP.table to  tnunigre,tion.  The, total, number of  dw~llings 
comple~ed du~ing the.  same  perlo~f ba~iy meets  tho  norrncl  and  ' 
irninediate  :i:-equiremonts,  if o~e procOOd.s  from the  ~ssurnp:t;ion .that· 
the munber of' marriages  provides a reasonable  indication of current. 
requirements"  . The  si  tuaticin is even mora  depressing when  it is 
r'ealized  t~at the numbe·;  of, lot-r-oost  (subsidized) d\"rellings 
\.  .  '  ·,.  :  '.  .  . 
completed during this period- the· kind of accomodation for whic~ 
foreign workers ·are eligible because  of1  tM'lir income. lev9l - · 
.  :  .  .,  .  'I  .  . 
hardly exceeds  the ··nurnb()r· by which those i'lOrkors  have  incre'a.S.ed. 
~  •  •  j  •  •  • 
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IV. 
TABLE  I 
Growth  of population,  incroas':: in the number of foreign worl<ers, 
and dwellings  completed in the period 1969-1972 
BELGHfic1  GERifANY  FRANCE 
Increase in population 1  120  000  2  169  000  1  786  000 
'  : .  -
Number of marriages  293  400  L 737  100  1 589  800 
Dwellings  completed  196  900  2,193  400  1  905  400 
of lvlil.ich  : 
low-cost dwellings  114  000  557  800  1  466  800 
Increase in number of 
foreign  worl.ers  1,  2  38  000  1  337  585  611.900 
1 
lncreasc calculated on  the basis of annual  averages. 
2 
I:'oreign uorkers without their familieso 
IT.t.LY  LUXEMBOURG  NErHiliRLANDS 
1  359  000  :  9 000  600  000 
..... 
1  599  800  8.  900  540  700 
1.279-900  7 700  529  300 
; 91  300  "2  400  - 441  700 
13  36~,  12  300  41.968 
--
V/46/74  ~ E 
cm.mrr.JJUTY 
6  043  000 
5  769  700 
6.112 600 
2. 674  000 
2 055  117 
Source  :  Stc;tistical Office of the EuropeD.ll  Communities,-national statistical offices,  and ministries. v.  V/46/74- E 
B0fore attention is given to tho· replies  from the  Governments  to the 
'  >  :. 
.  .  . 
various  points  in.tho Recommendation it must  be  pointed  o~~ .that,  4uring 
the period Un.der  r~view, tho .  number of ·foreign workers  in tho  Co~·i  ty 
. increased by some  33  %.  Nh~rcas in  .1970  ~he.ir nillnbc~.  amo~to~ to 
3  370  000,  in 1972, it was  4  593  oci~1.<  Thes~ figuros  ~fe:17 only t.o  ·-t·li~ · 
workers  themselves. ·  If tho members  of their families  accompanying· them. 
are clso ta..":on  into  acco':ll1t,  then the total can ~c estimated at  f?·  3~5 000. 
'  .  - ' 
It ·is  advisable to keep 'these· figures  in mind  when  assessing the.·  _replies 
from the various  Governments. 
,'  ' -
Point  1  of the Rccoinmande,tion  : 
Calcule,t,i,on  cif  ~resent D.!ldJut  ..  ure  requirements 
Belgium reports  that·· there is a· ,hciusing  reserve of a?prorlma.tely 3  )&, 
which-· is E)nough. to gUarantee the  se.tisfac~ory ftmctioning of the housing 
market. and tho  fulfil~Emt of present  requirements.  After drawing up  an 
estimate of national  reqtiiremcnts  f'>r the period :from  1965 ·to l98t+,  the. 
•  <  ,I 
~at~onal.  Hous;ing  Inf,Jtitute  tur.ne~ its attention· primarily to taking regional 
. ~stimates with the sole  aim. of ascertaining local requirements._  Up  to the 
.-I. 
present,  two  reports  have  been produced.  In this  c~rinection it must  be'· 
.  - -;  .'  .  ~  ' . 
noted that basically tho housing reqq.irements ·indicated are ·not .linked 
only to· tho  entr,y; of· foreigners.  Tho  re~on is that in recent years 
Belgium's net  iriunigration-ha.~ boen'practically nil.  This situation. is· 
'  .  ,  I.  '·  ..  .  ,  ,  \  .  \ 
e~ected to continue,  at  an::'  .rat~. ill_the  short  term7> but,  even though.: ::' 
thi3~ ho~.ilig sitU.ation can be  regarded  a.S  s'a.tisfactory from the poi_nt  of 
.  ·,  - .  I  ·•  . 
view-of clliantit;i,  :the  unsatis~iod ne'ed  for· housing of better ggali'tY.: 
I'OitlD,inS  considerable  t.  from the  Bide  Of  both the national  and the 
imniigra.-·lt  popula~ion. 
.  ~ . 
, .  .  .....  -r  :· .. 
1!1  QermM,x  at the  pr.ese~t time ·an  'att~mpt is ·beit{g;  made  by  me~s o~  ·v:ariotis  .. 
surveys to find :whai  ~a~  t.h~z:o  m~  .. be  in the hous_inG ·  stoc!c ,,and to  d~w. 
'  '  '  • ••  :·.  '  •  •  •  •  •  ',- '  ,·  •  •  •  ~  .,  1  '  •.  -~··f·  :  . : 
up  an  estimate of the hqusing roquiroments  of tho· irm:higrant  families  which 
.  .  ·,'  '  .,.  .  ':- ' 
~  expected·to enter the country "U.P  to 1975.  In the.  o~i.stir.g 'survey to 
-ascertain the  pres~.mt housing stocky  an~ _in  tJ:l,c  planning of the new  building 
-
programme  for low-cost  housing,  dwellings  for migrant  workers  are,givon a 
proriti.nent  place  •.. 
I  . I 
0 
•  0.:.  iiJ  D• 
1  For data by c9untry,  see the tables ·in the  annex. 
'· 
' VI. 
In Baden-HU.rttemberg,  a  very interesting survey has been carried out  which 
showed  among  other things that the present  requirements  of foreigners 
seeking accommodation flutuatcs  botv1een  91  500  and  9G  500 dwellings, 
divided as  follows  : 
approximately 31  000 dl'rollings  in connect  ion \'lith  th~ subsequ.cnt 
arriyal of families  ; 
approximately 25  000 dtrellings  for people  vd.shing to. marry; ·and: 
- bet1reen  35  000 and 40  000 dwellings to replace those which need. to be 
vacated because of their condition. 
During preparations for the VIth plan in Franco  it v.ras  found that in· 1971 
and 1972  the number of beds had to be  augmented by 41  000 to accornmadate 
newly arrived  wor~ers.  This  figure· can be devided into 36  OOO,beds  for 
individual foreign workers  and  5  000 bods  to mako  up the shortage. 
•.' 
In addition,  the Government  has made  available more. fonds  to proVide, 
among  other things,  for the living requirements of the people living in 
shanty towns. 
This is particularly important. for. migrant  worke_rs,  since many  of them 
live in these districts. 
In Luxembogm,  tho number of foreign  ~rko.rs is approaching the limit. 
This is not the  impression  given~ by statis'tics on the number of households 
and the housing stock,  b~t the  f~ct is. that ali- the dwellings  in the  l~w­
rent  category are already occupied by foreign  uorl·;:ers.  If the'. country 
wishes to  ~a.izitain it's living standa.i-ds  and  economic  expansion at the same 
level,  then,  in the short term,  3  000 beds  will have  to be  provided for 
isolated workers  (s.ingle  persons  or married persons  arriving alone). and 
approximately "5  000 low-cost  dl'.rellings  will have to be ·built for workers . 
a.ccaillp~ied by their families. 
0 ./  •• '·C' 
I'  ..  ·.  VII  • 
...  .  '·. 
In the Ne-therlands.  in.l970 e.  suryey· was  ·made  to ascertain  housing.require~ 
1IIent~' -and  the_  results  ~ere'  .p~bli.shed in 197,1.-''  'I'he  fi~re~'  show  t~t 
-t-he  increase in tho n1lltlh.er  of ho~cholds  'and  ispla~ed- persons  is  consi~' 
dere.bly _greater than the grot:rth  figures  for the population as  1a·: whoie  • .-
.  . 
'rhis  :i:s .  because. young people nov1a.deys  t~nd -to  leave their p~nts  'home  · 
~  .  \  \  .-.  ,  ..  .  '  '  '  '  -,  \  .  .  . 
sooner because the parents  remain. inde'pendently housed longer than 
'  ...  ·  .  '  .  '  . 
·  formerly. 
On  the basis  of the data uhich. have·· merged  from· this survey,. pro't.(ision . 
haS  been' ~ade in the  ho~ing. prog;r:a.mmes  for. the period  __ i971 ·--1980 
for the 9o!lStruction of_l :35Q,  00~ dwellings.  In th~se. programmes 
al  ternat,ive  answers  are ~offered to ,the  question of how  these 1' 350 ·ooo 
·' 
dlri_epings,  should be produced.  •,: 
.  -' 
Appro:xi,matoly·h<;l.].f  of the  quant,Hative  shorta.g~ of. ap9o~~dai;ion·.in 
'  '  '  '  . 
1~no  :was, con9entrate_d  i~ the eastern part of the' country,  parti.~:ult?.~ly ·  __ 
in the, large urban  aXeas •. Car.e  w;ill  ther§lfO:J?e  b.e  taken t.e  pnSUre. that ..  , 
the' public  funds  available will'  as. far a.S  poss,ibl'e,  be  .;s,ed·to  mee~t:'  . 
building  r~qui:rements in  tho~e aroa.S.  ·Dl 'the  surv~ys to  detezomin~. the. :. 
.  .  ,f 
nat~  ·and eitE?nt  of thes.e- reqliirements,  great attention is given 'to 
.  I  - ,'~'  .  ··,  ' 
housing.' n~eds of .foreign  workers~ 
.  '  '  .  _.. 
·  ....... 
. / '  '  ~ 
Point  2  :.  Fiile.ncing programmes 
.  '  .  .  .. : 
·''•' ,.  '  .~;, 
It appears. that only Ge!'lllanY  and  F~a.n.c()  have.  9f?tablished .s~ecial  ~9ua~:.. '•  . 
.'  .  )  ·-,.  ' 
b-uilding  pro~rammes: for the bene_fit. of foreigri  \rJOrkers~ ·  Luxe!l_lbo:urg,c· . 
.  ·  ~ .  .  .  '  .  . 
which  extend~. speCial credit facilities to employers'  occupies. an  .. 
.  ,  ,  I . .  - ,  .  .  . 
, intermed~~~e  ..  po,~i.t~on~  , , .•.  .;:./,  ·  . .,· 
.· .. 
In  B~lgi1lltl there are' no special  prbgf~es fox:  ~co;riunodation for migral'/-t. -
:• 
.., 
workers~- ·.  In  :_~he  g~nerel programmes {  the·_ app~~riation~  'fo'r. 1972 
1 1'16~  incro~ed 
by 20  'f'c.  This  w~-reflected in the. increase in tl1e  number 'of building 
licenoe.s  grant:ed from  24 'OQO  ·in .1971  tp 43  000 in 1972.  ·The  number  of· 
applicatibns ,f'or .building premiums· 'also showed  an  increas-e,  fr.c?iti/,14' 507' 
in -1971 'to 4o  879  in 1972. 
/ 
·.,., 
/ 
.  ., VTIL 
1l!:l  regards_  the  quest-::i.on  of whether certain nurnbers  of the dwellings 
which become  available  e..re  resorved for migrant  workers  this can be said 
to be  unofficially the ca;;e,  as  is seen from the  fact that workers  and 
th~ir f~lies living in coalmining areas  have.fi~t call  on· low-cost 
housing.  Migrant  workers  are thus treated indirectly aJJ.  priority cases, 
since_they are  most  strongly represented in this group. 
In Germanx  endeavours  a.re  being made  to  encourage  the building of  dwe~lings 
for foreign  wo~k9rs by means  of the financing programmes.  Since 1960 
appropriations  have  been made  for a  total amount  of DM  420.6 million for 
the building of accommada.tion  for migrant  workers,  while since 1964 
nr.r  39~  4 million ha.s  been made  available for the construction ·or individual 
dwellings. 
a.)  J;9,Nl.§. in §,ccorda.nco_wi;th the  o.rran&ements  of 14 Jul:y; -19Jl  to  encourae;~ 
the construction of hostels  for foreiEn  workers 
I  '  ......  - J 
-.  ' 
AB  a  I'OS-ul t  of the net-r  gt.l;i.delines  on housing for foreign workers  the 
apprOpriations  per bed 1vere. incr,:::ased  fr,t~m .DM  3  00Q,,to  DM  4·- 500dn order 
to  me~t the increased costs resulting from  the raising of the minimum 
standards,  Up  to  30  September'l972,  the Federal  Labour Office  made 
mr  391.7 million availab-le,  for a.  total of 166  944  beds.  · bf -this,  .- - -- · 
in the period from 1  October 1970 to 30  Sept0mbcr 1972  e~one,  loans 
amounting to  DM  88.6  million' \~Tere  promised' for the construction of 
'  -
402  hO'stols  with  a  total of 31  966  beds. 
- I 
'b)  ~oans.in accordance -with the  a:r:;ra1 ngements  of 28  Jrme  1961  to  th~ 
co,nstruction ot;.  ,d~e).ling;:; for foreign  l!o,rk;e~ _  .  .  ~  .  . 
Sin.ce ·1964 the Federal  Labour Office has ·implemented  a.  special programme 
.  /  .  .  , .. - . 
to encourage the construction of dwellings  for· foreign_ workara~  The 
main featu,re of this scheme  was  the grantlng -of loans  of up  t~-- DM  9  000 
per-dwelling,  though this amount  cari  only be given where  certain 
conditions· are fulfilled. V/46/74·- ill 
·Up  to· 3{ Decemb'er 1'972  aid had been granted  totalling~  DM  35 .millior1;, 
I  ~  , ~  ,  , 
ma.k.in[S  possible thO ·construction of 4  047  dwellings. ·  In 1971  and, 1972 
al~ne,  ap~ropriat:i.ons amolll1ting_to 'DM  19.6 million  we~  'mad~ I'or 2 169 
dwel'lings'1  v1hich  cottesponds to  56 %  of tl1e tot~  app~:p~iations granted 
up to th?.t' time. 
It is also  worth noting.  tha:t  in '1971  "financing models"  were  worked  out 
with the aim of stinmlating 'the construction of dvmllings  for foreign 
'  \  .  - :  - ·.  - .  _.  .  \  :' 
>·Torkers.  In this wey  a  pr£~.ctical effort  was  made  to eliminate the 
difficulties  whic~ can .be  experienced for all kinds  of reasons  by foreign 
workers. t-rho  are  looking for accommodation. 
By  means  of the  exchange  of accommod.ation;  'Nhich  was  made  p<;>ssiblc· by 
\ 
.tllis special housing prog:ramme,' German  worke;::s  vrere .able  to  rent ·rieu · 
and generally more  expensive  femily dwellings,  provided. they placed the 
ch~~:Per  ·d~~elli~gs  ~mich they  vacat~d· at the  disposal of  .. f.orei~ ~o;lc~rs. 
'  •  '  ',,  '  _,.  •  •  •  '  •  •  • :·~  1"?'  '  '  F  ' 
In 197i and 1972  the Federal Ministry foi' Labour  al:id  Sodiai ·1'£faires. 
granted aid for thG  construction of 1  410  dvJ~llings for foreigri. workers •.. 
'  .  I,  •  •  :"' 
In both years full usc  wa.s  made  'of the granting df loans  ot nr~1  6 million 
/  -. 
and  DM  3.  mil;t.ion  respectively  •. 
'.  .  .  . 
'  ' 
In France  foreignerS  have· the  same  rights as .nationals  as  regarQ.s:  1 o~.  ----
taining loW-cost  ·dwellings.  The  two  most  important· bodies· l'lhich have 
to. do  lvi th housl.I1g for foreign workers· are the Social. .Action Furid 
(FAS)  and, th·~ .P~~anent.  ~terd,epartme?tal. G;roup  (CHP)~ 
The  FAS  has  ·al'~>ra.YS .. p:j.aced. hoU.Sil:1g  high on its list of priorft_ies·, ·  , ' 
and  betw'ee~  .. 1959 .a.rld' 1972 it made  -availg.ble' ~or this.  purpo:;;~e.: '  .  .  .  .  .  .  ·-·  .  .  .  .  '·  ... 
FF}Ol8i6 000,  w~~ch amounts to.  80  )b  of the  ~otal means  <;LVailablo 
· to it.  This  money  was  priraarily us_ed  tq fill:ance  hostels  for., foreign· 
.  :·  ~- . .  ~  .  ;  /  .  . .  ' '  '  .  '  :  . 
liOrk;e:r;'S.  In the 1971  budget  alone the  SUJll. of p'F .75  million as set aside 
•  J  •  '  '.  ·,  '  •  ' •••  '  •  •  ~  •  •  •  •, 
to _finance  15  07'0·  beds.  For 1972  this  amounted to FF ·65  million. 
, .....  ,  J 
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As  a.t  30  June  1972  the _total number. of beds  fina.nce.cl throilgb  FAS  wa.s 
106  186.  In addition,  subsidies were  granted for an increase in the 
r'  •  '  ' 
numb_er  of  b<Jd~  provided specific;¥ly for foreign workers,  as  a.  result 
of which the total. number for  1~71 and 1972  amounted to  22  boo  and 
29  000 ·respectively.·  J\ltogether in the  period from 1959 to 1972 
approximately 180 000 beds  were  financed. 
Aa  regards  foreign families up to  30  June 1972  the FAS  granted appro}!lriations  · 
for the financing  ~f 14 666  dwellings. 
Finally,  it should be  pointed out that since October 1972 employers 
have been bound by law to proVide  sUi  table accommodation for their 
foreign workers.  A clause to this effect has  been  included in the 
employment  contract. 
In 1~embnurg special appropriations are set aside for firms  ~mich 
arrange ·communal  accomraodction for foreign l'I'Orl:::crs.  In 1971  end ],972 
approximately  ~~  firm~ provid!=ld  some  400  extra. beds  v1i th the help 
of Government  subsidies.  f~toge~h~r the  Government  granted support 
amounting to approximately  L~r.  5. million. 
, During tho  samo  period,  four hostels with  a.  total of 160  h~ds were· 
openedby the ''Societe  Il!ll'llobil~e.re  de  l'Artisa.nant"  (Craftmen's  Real 
Estate. Association).  .  •'  ..  .  .. 
.  :. 
The  r.·finistenal  Order of ·13 ·1Pebruary 1971  gran.ted support to  persons 
(not  including employers)  who  made  good  accommod~tion available for 
foreign workers. 
Finally,  in·  th~ period  under review  co~a.in lawS  and orders  concerning 
housing were  passed ~thich applyboth to  fo~ign a.bd  national workers. 
In the ·1973  budget  the  sum  of I.fr.  150· million was  allocated to encourage 
tho  coristrtiction of lou-cost housing. 
In the Netherlands  t  thcl'a  are no  special programmes  to px:omote  the 
construction of housing for foreign workers.  HOlrlCVer·,  special attention 
is devoted to foreign workers  in the general legislation on housing. 
a.;.·. 
-..' .  ,  .. 
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. A ministerial order was  approved_ in -vrhich- speci(3.)_  considerations  1-ras 
giv~n t9 the si  tua,tion of individuc;J.  foreign· workers •.  The  aim qf  th;is  .  ..  .'  .  ~ 
order'·is to encourage  the  construction of ne\i dvrellings  apd the 
convcrsiop.- of old buildings  into, communal  accormnodation·  • 
Poi.!!.t _j,  ;  :~ta co.ace:min~ the  ho~.ing of mi,g_;;a.nt,  ~iO~ 
.  I 
In ~~i~- a  second survey was  insti  tu.ted to .ascertain the ho\lSing. · 
I 
situation of foreign _vTO:r;'lCGI'l:\.  .As: at  31  December 1970  60  300  foreigners 
were  aocomm .dated in low-cost .dwellings~,  a  figm~ w~ic~ corresponded 
to 8. 42 %·of the total number of _foreignerS  (including .family men{bcrs) 
living in:  Belgium at that time. 
On  that·  dat·c  14  •. 23  7D  of fo'rcign  workc~ >-lore· livipg in low-cost  rented 
dv!cJl~ings':- · T'.nis  figure  is something !'ike t_;.Ticc  .the .perc~.ntage· of the 
'\  I  I  _1  I. 
total population living in such dwellings '(7 .86  %) , ·which is ~indicat.ive 
of the efforts being made  to provide sui  table housing for  for~ign . 
•.  I 
worke·rs.  Unfortunately :there· ilre  no 'date·  available for 19,71  aild 1972, 
. but it Can  be 'assumed tho,t  the Si  tuatiOJ1 in thiS . respect  haS .npt 
During 1971  end  .. l972 the National  Land :.".ss·ociation' made  Bfr.  ~7  _1~4 _714 
available for the hoitsing of  for~ign familie-s. 
'' 
! 
In  1971 the  chousing fUndof'thc 'Belgi.e;n .Assoch-.tion fQr Large  F~ilies 
grant<::J.d  loans :to  2  205  families~  299  of which were. the  famili~E!. qf 
foreigners  (i.e.  13.5 %). · 
In·spite of.,thoso  figures. it is apparent  that 1;he  housing sit:uation of 
fore'ign  worke~ .is .generally much.- inferior to that of B_elgiari. w()rkers • 
.. This, state o:f -affairs  i:?.  due  not  so  much  to· their no't  having been in  ..  .  .  .  .  .  '  · ..  - .  -
Belgium for long· as  t.o. their  ~not -being prGparo'd to.  spqnd muclJ.  on  .  '  :  .  '  .'  ·..  ., 
accommodation,  preferri~1g to send moneY  to their country of origin. 
However; .this. is not· the  only· reason for their poor housing· situation. 
A.';second  reason might  be  th~,t  niany Belgian landlords  refuae· to let 
thoirp~operty to foreigners. 
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A survey of the housing situation of foreign workers  was  carried out 
. in Germen..z  in the  Spring of 1972.  The  results shcmed that 44  .. ;-%  of men  and 
ei::ttaen~ qf l'tomen  had a  dwelling of their own.  1_·;.  f.·  of men  and 13 %  of 
woman  had some  other form of private accommodation.  Only 1/3 of men 
and ba~ly 1/4 of woman  lived in dwellings  whi"ch  had bee:p  provided by 
the  employer. 
In further appears that more  than 60% of foreign workers·were satisfied 
and even ver,r satisfied with their accommodation situation.  ~s regards 
those  who  were dissatisfied, it must  be noted.that they look upon 
accommodation as  a  kind of drain on  income·o  For many  foreign families 
the home  is low on their list of priorities. 
Of the foreign workers  interviewed 31  7;  paie!.  less than  DM  2  per sq.  m 
rent  for their dw~llings  ; .r60 %. paid between  Divi  2  and  DM  3  ;  in the 
case  of 33  'fu  the rent  varied between  Dr.!  3  and  DM  6  ;  and  20 %  of them 
paid more  than DM  6  per sq.  m. 
-If· these figures  are  compared with the prices  per sq. m of the total 
Ge~~- housing stock,  then it can be ·concluded that  t~e majority of 
foreign workers  pa.y  considerably more  per sq.  m than theCJerma:a.s  themselves. 
On  the other hand. it must  b~ realized that  approximately 30 %  of 
· foreigne113  ,Pa::/  less than  DM  2  per sq~  m,  which must  be· considered :a very 
low rent. 
In answer to the  question of what  theythtmgb.t of their· rent,. 14 % 
replied "on. the high side
11
,  45  ~~  described it as  "reasonable",  while 
23  %  considered that they pa:y  "too muph"  rent. 
In _t,uxemb~um foreign workers  ~1ho have  al~a.dy been in the country for 
qUite  a  long time generally live in dwellings  of tho  same  quality as 
that of the nat.ional  population.  Tho  families  concerned mostly come 
from  other Communit?  countries.  This  applies  to_some  15  000 families. 
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About  :3  000 ·families  live in old ·districts of the ·c;:ity of Luxembourg 
and :ln .the  mining  areas~  .Uthough their h~mes connot  be desert· ·ed  e.s 
. 
hovels,.  ~  t  mti.st  neverthelt?SS  be  said that. their ,housil).g  situation is 
unacceptable. 
For workers  without  families  the position has  ir.1proved  considerably. 
since 1971,  but  the number of beds will still have to be  in.?rea.sed by 
3 000 before  i~  c~_be described as  normai. 
In the  report  form the  No,tl}$lj'l~~- it is pointed out that the housing 
Situation for foreign  \';Orkors  has to be  considered a  sodal problem  •. 
. M3  was- noted· already in .the two  previous'' reports,· in the Netherlands 
'  '  .·.,the, worst _paid  jobs are  performed by foreign?rs,  with .the result. that 
they_ connot afford. to pey as  much· f<;>r  th~ir  accommodatipn~ 
Since the  ~ousing I:_roblem  of fo-reign  t-~orkGrs. has  reached such propor-
tions  it· has been found necessary to s'et up sp0cial bodies  to. deal  .  .  '  ..  .  '  - -,  ~ 
with  it'~  At  the present time there are  20  such bodies  I  s.pread over 
:~  '  '  ''•· '',  I 
the whole  countcy. 
As  nn  experimGnt  a  membro>:t>  of the staff. of the •.!Stichting · Bui  tenlandse. Werkncme:;--'c:; 11 
(Foreign  ~Jorkers Assistance. Foundation)' 'h~ 'bee:n·-a.t.tacKed' r~  ~rie 'of....  '  ' 
thes<:.:  'Qo.dies  ;  the Ministry, assumes  responsibility for t~is  P,er_s~.n's 
s,a,la,ry. ···.  The_,experiment  began .on1  Mar()~ 1971, .and the .. intention Wa$ 
that it .should:-continue· :un::t;.il  the end of .1972  ho.~Tever, .in the lilea.l'lr.-· 
t:imo ,it . P.~ been  exi;en~ed by  ~me year. 
' .:·  :  ~ 
.~.nt 4.  ~-·  l!!::gr,.9,Yjmerit  o.f  housiy cond_:i._tion!· 
...  ·_,  .  '  .  .  .  . ,'  . 
. ~'lith  regard to £:  ..  lzj.~ :the data .provided in tho  previous  report;. are 
.  ' 
still valid.  Howev!=Jr 2  a  Royal  Decree  was  issued on  16  Ma;y  1972 
'.  '  ' 
according to which persons,  from the Member  States have  the. saino  ... right.s ·  .  .  .  - ,· 
to  government-guar~t9ed loans  as Belgian subjects. 
•  •  '  <  -'\.  - /  ••  ••  ••  .. ,.  ~ 
.  ··;.., 
''' 
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In Germany  the  mElasures,  referred to in the thiro report,  on the 
improvement  of the  rent  law and  the limiting of rent increases, 
together ~th  a  law on rent protection'for people living in rooms; 
entered into force during 1971. 
proved effective  • 
In the meantime  these laws  have 
.AJ3  regard the· situation in Luxembourg,  reference  Should be  made  to 
point  2.  However,  in addition,  on  24 July 1972 a  law :was  pas~ed providing 
for the  0stablishment of standards in respect  of conditions for.letting,. 
hygiene,  etc., with which immigrants'  d'l'rellings .. rifuSt  comply. 
In the Netherlands  another check has been carried out  to pinpoitlt. vacant. 
properties for renting.  Efforts  are also being made  to prevent· uncontrol,.;. 
led increases  in the numbers  of boarding houses,  and to reduce  the 
number of uns¢.  table boarding houses by  ~ending the approp_riate 
regulati?ns ..  At  the same.  time it is planned to pursue  a  more  activ,e 
policy  __ for the creati'on of communal  _accommodation.  Attempts will 
also be  ~e  to help solve the problems by an intensive  programme  of 
slum clearance  and the  renovation of old property. 
Point  5 .:  Financial  cooperation 
~elgium is the only country 'I'Jhich  has  provided information tinder this · 
heading.  In ·order to improve  the ·housing  situation for workers  in the 
mineff1  the ECSC  decided to carry out  a  prog-ramme  providing for tho · 
construc:tion of 456  houses  in the  prov.ince  of Limburg. ·  To·  fina.noe · -· 
this  programme  the National Housing Association received permission 
to  float, a  government-guaranteed loan of.Bfr.  260  million·. '-·The.:  '  '· · 
ECSC  haS  assumed responsibility for half o£ this loan.  . .. 
.  .fgj.nt  6  :.  Housing standard.J!. 
The  information with regard to Belt£~ in the  second report is still 
applicable.  In addition, a circular was  distributed on 18 January 1973 
listing the standards  with which communal  housing must  comply.  These 
relate to the ratio of number of rooms  to number of occupants,  ventilation, 
fittings,  sanitary provisions,  etc. 
.  ··I .. _\: 
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.  .. 
In Q_ei'l!_ial'lY.  the  .. "Guidel.ines  on  the  accommodation  of foreign ·worke~ 
in the  Fed~ral· Republic",  which·  e~tered into force·. on  1  April 1971, · 
define:. what is meant  by "sui  table acc;mmodationU: · ··  These  gUidelin~s 
provide for ·a  considerable  improvement· in minimum  standards  as 
~  ~  ..  ~ 
regards  living space.,.  Sa.P:itation  .;-·etc!  .Since  ther~.· is·'no  _l(;lgc:-~·  .  .  . 
obl~gation to observe the  g:Uidelines,  the. Ministry for Labour and 
Social  Affaire  is at present qstablishing the legal basis -for 
chocking foreign  w~~ke;a•' accommodation.· 
. Finally,  the  law on  town. planning of 27  July 1971 encouraged 
improvements.in the housing-of foreign workers. 
,  .  I 
Regulations  on  accommodation standards· in  Luxeinbou,~ gone rally  ' •' 
co.rrespond to the  regulations  in force  in most  of the  other.  Community 
countries~.· The  new:  regul<3,tions  1~  dliW!l tha housin:g,  he.al th and 
hygiene standards . with' which  accommodatio_n ·for foreign  workers  must  ,,  '  .  - .  - . 
. comply.  The  immigration service is 'responsible  for ensuring that 
· these provisions .are  observed  •.  .  .  ~  . 
,. 
··, 
Point,..l.  :  l!lf£!:...~.-i.-o  ...  n.....,.f_o ...  r_.vr  ...  o  ..  rk.-~.-e ..  rs-. 
Foreigners. wishing to be  employed in Gcrn:.any  are  provide~ with  ,· 
. .  .  .  .  ._....,  .  ·, 
infoi•mation concerning the housing s:ituation. in the Federal ·Republic. 
'I  '  ,'  '  •  '  '  .  .t'  J> 
befor~ leaving their country of origin.  There is also  an  ag~eement  .  '·,·  .. _  .  ..  ;  . 
between GermanY  and the  countries_  of origin e,ccording to which the 
''·empt'dyer' is' :responf:fible- for finding sui  table  accommodatiofl•':·~· .. 
Fu~'!;horrt~ore  ·~talian workers. recoi  ve  informati,on concerning the  ..  ..  .  -~ 
hostels. f<?.r ,German  workoz:s  in which they can stay pending  a  'more 
§at~sf?ctory solution~  .  .  .·  '  :.t 
.·· Inf~rmation concerning .payffie_nt · of rent,· opport-~ities of receiving 
ren~  ~ubsidie·s,  ~t·c~'  are distributed· in the language  of the country 
of .  origin. .  A series of boaklots dealing with terins  of: employment 
and living conditions in the host  country;  and  offe~ng general tips 
.  \ 
arid  ir).forma.tion  foz:  foreigners  in,  Germany,  are also supplied,  in tho 
language  of the  country of recruitment. 
.  .;  .. 
/ 
. ' 
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According to the Law  of 24 July 1972,  in Litxemboum -tho  immigration 
service  .. is responsible  for providing information.  This  is done  through 
contacts with emigration offices, by j,ssuing booklets.,  ate. 
'  . 
Point 8  :  Accommodatio,n  grovided by the _emgloyer 
. In Belgium a  Royal  Decree  entered into foree  on 5  May ·1970  by which 
foreigners  entering the  country ·individually had to conclude  a 
special  employment  contract.  Accor'ding to this contract the  employer 
is responsible  ~for providing sui  table accommodation.  The  employer 
must  also provide  accommodation in, the  case. of foreigners  who  enter 
the: country as  part of ~ group  (Law  of 15  July 1969). 
.  . 
'\~orkers :wishing to go  and  v1ork  in ~~Y  receive,  when  they sign 
their contract,· information as to  .td:u;rhhar  th~ir futl.U'Eil  employer 
will provide  iridi  vidual or communal  accommpdation,  as  well .  as  how 
· much  rent  they will havo  to pey.  The  Federal Labour Office makes 
constant  checks  to ensure that  accommodation  provided for foreign 
workers  is in good condition and  satisfie~ the minimum  standards 
laid down  by the Ministry for Labo.ur  and Social Affaire. 
Since the Federal  Labour Office gives assistance for the construction 
of housing for  fo~eign workers,  it has  the right to check on-,whether 
the  funds  are properly used. 
•  .. 
In the ~erl~~  re~ar checks  on  accommodation are  no  longer made 
' 
all· that now  happens  is that  a  check is carried out  in advance. 
Since 1  November 1970  preventive checks  are also undertaken ·in  ::_  . 
respect ·of the  accommodation  for foreign  workers  recruited outside 
the official recruiting procedure.  Thus,  1  691  such checks  were  .. : 
made  in 1971  a;nd  927  in 1972.  They cover hotols,  boarding;  houses, 
houses,  flats  and other ind.i  vid.U..<U  accommodation  in which· fo'f~dgn · 
workers  are housed. 
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··CONCLUSION  _..,.._._ 
I  ' 
.;,  Reference:has -alre~ been mad,e  above  ~9.  th~ lack ·of statistic_s  1  . as  a  \ 
result of which it is impossible to  form  a  complete picture of the 
.c •• _..  ...  ·.'  •  • 
~ 
nat~r~ .of ,the  problems  invo~ved~  Nor. are  thes~ statistics to be.  found 
in the  rep~ies from the Governments •..  Even  the most .ne?essa.ry ba,f3ic 
\,_'  I  f 
data on the extent  of requirements  do  not  appear.to be  available, ·though they 
must  be  regarded as  an  indispensable minimum  in  ~he way  of information  . 
when  a  hoilsipg policy for foreign wo'rkers is being worked  out.  ·This is 
not t.o  say'  of course,. that knowledge  of  the  re·qu.i rements'  ,as  regards. both 
family dwellings  and communal  accbmmodation,.is necessarily the key to 
the solution of  al~ problems.  The  role played by psychologica1  and 
sociological factors is too  great  for that.  It· is  common  knowledge  that,  · 
in·  gene.cil  9  the foreign worker;;  is not very interested in his  accommodation, 
. fi;rstly  because'~  not:' least for reasons  of climatet  "accommodat~on'~ means 
somethin~ dif~erent in his  cotintry of origin and secondly because_ 
(certainly ifo  he. regards his stay in _the  host 'country as  tempor~rY)·,: his. 
aim is to  s_ave  as  mu~h money  as  possible.  Neverthele_ss  t  the  aim Of  the 
policy be to .  accustom the foreign  w~rker to the standards prevailing in 
the  ho~(  co~try, even ·if that means  he  m~t pay somel<rhat  more  than·· het 
has  been· used to  paying.  On  th~  other hand,. consider~ble·· fina.r10iki' ·q_nci, 
other efforts  mus~· be  made  in the Member  States to make  accept,a"ble  .- . 
accommodation available to  foreign workers  at :prices  which :t.hey  qan pay,,  _ 
_  tclcing- into  acqount  the  ..  fe,ct  that these workers  •.  generally in·  ~turn 
. for. J..o:w  wages:,  are· m?J.dng  an  important  co:h~ri1mtion tot  ·.the  development  . 
of the econ9my  in the host .cquntries. 
'. 
It would be·unfair to  ignore· a· number of positive'- aspects ip the· replies 
:".;·. 
from :the .G<Jvernments,  even  though it is appa:rent .that existing requirements. 
undor many  heads  a;re  stil,l Ullsatis;fied  •.. 
.I  ,.,,, 
First of  all~  attention must  be  drawn to  the extent  of  measures~ particUlarly 
as  regards. _the  financing of famii;Y  d~ellii1gs  and..'  comrilunaJ.  accommodation.  . The-
·;  ·'  . 
appropriations set aside  for the latter,  and. to" a  le'sser extent 'for the buil-
'..  ...  •  '  .,.  f  ;~  .- '..  ·,  :  .  . 
ding' of family dwellings,  increased once  again in the period  Under.revie~. 
I 
0  .·;0  Cl 
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Besides Gennan;y  and  Fran~e,  Luxembourg  als'o  now  has  ·special appropriations 
with which the Government  encourages  employers  to provide housing for their 
foreign workers,  thereby placing the main  re~porisibility on the employers. 
In France,  the opposite applies  :  the  funds  of'the FAS  originate to  a  large 
extent  from the  1%  contribution by employers,  even though s'ince October 
1972 the latter have  been c'ontractually obliged to provide suitable 
accommodation. 
liurlihermore,  in various  countrie~  awareness has been growing with regard to 
the problems with which  immigrants have to cope,  in particular concerning 
accommodation.  Contributions have  been made  to discussion of immigration 
problema· both by the Governments  - in some  countries  surveys are being 
made  of the workers'housing situation:- and by  individua~s.  Even  though 
no  one  has  a  cut-and-dried solution to offer, nevertheless  th~.re is an 
impression that  in this way  public opinion is being influenced for the good, 
and this,  in v~ew of the  rather onwelcoming a.tti  tudes  sometimes~  ~qou.ntered among 
na.tional.s;  must  be  regarded as  a  positive  stepo 
- . 
It. can  b~  assum~d t~at .the situation as  regards  communal  accommodation 
has. imp!Cve4 as  a  result  of the . progress  recorded in practically all 
.  .  .  .  .  .  . 
oountrie~ .concerning establishment or improvement  of the standards  for 
.  .  ·.  .  ;  . 
such  accommodation  and the  chec~ on  compliance with these standards. 
In general there is an  impression that  economic  motives  play too great 
.. 
a.  part in the  recruitment of foreign workers· for jobs in which wbrkers 
in the host ·co~trios are no  longer interested,  and that the  authorities 
are too little concerned over the  fact  that the only part of the 
housing stock to which these  people  h~ve access is the part  which the 
local population no  longer  want~. 
The  final  conclusion which can therefore bo  drawn  is that,  despite the 
. prog7:ess  alrea4.y achieved,  consl,derably greater efforts  still ha.ve  to be 
made  in order to improve  th~ housing situation of foreign workers.  These 
~fforts are necessary for laurnani tarian reasons  and because it is no  more 
I  '  ·•  '  •  .  •  • 
than  j~t  . that th,ese people should sharo in the prosperity which they 
themselves  are helping to  incre~e. 
.  ./  .. -' 
I' 
.XIX  -
As  regards-the housing of foreign families  .. these· endeavours  should be. 
directed towards  the  construction of ,more  low-cost dwellings,. while at  th~ 
-same'  time  attempts could be  made  where  possible to Pl.lt ·the available  accom-
modation in this sector to better use  ...  At. the  same  time· m9re ··attention · 
could be  devoted to the  improvement  of the  stock of old housing,  thus  . 
avoiding· the si  tuation• in which ·accommodatj,.on  vihich is  -outdated but :which 
can still be  improved has to be  pulled down. after a  few years because  i i 
•has become  a  slumo 
:·,  .  ..,. 
As-regards_the  ho-y.sing  of-single  foreigners,  more  comnrunal'accommodation 
'  -
ought to 'be.  made  available,  which  should meet  the  standards. previously 
establishe9- i.n  respect of hygiene,  c,omfort  and safety. In this coruiectiop. 
•  ..  - .  .•  f 
the desirability might _be  considere.ti. of making this accommodation available 
'  '\ 
.also to (young)  isolated worker~ who  are. nationals of. the host  cou.."YJ.try~ 
'  '(  ,  ·  - .  '  ·.  ~·  '  ,  I  .  , , 
1 
·These hostels could be  buil:t in such  a  wa:y  that they could be  made  sui  table 
for family accommodation by a  simple  conversion operation at some ·later date. 
For i,ts p~r,t,  the  Commissi.o~ is coi1Sidering whether it can contribute to 
,,;tl}e  if!lp~vement  o~ the housing situation, in ·a  Comnruni ty programme  - in the 
e.a.rly, st~s.  perhaps by l!le.a.ns .. Qf  a  pilot project. In 'any case. it hopes.,  on 
....  ··.  .·.  .  •  .- .- -·  •  ..  .  .  .  .  \  _I 
the basis of the: results of the  survey. me.ntioned aqove,  to be  aple to indicate 
the. cr1:1:cia:j, cpoi.nts  of the  problem and _to  show  where  the. ·solutions must  pe  soughto 
.·.·  . '·: 
... (. 
*  :1· 
*·' ··'* 
i  :. 
.· 
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REPLIES  FROM  THE  GOVERNMENTS 
A.REANGED  ACCO.:-~.JpG TO  THE  ORDER  OF  THE  POINTS  OF  THE  RECOMJ'i1ENDATION 
A.  INTRODUCTORY  ST},.T::JMENT  APPEARING  IN  SOME  NATIONAL  REPORTS 
BELGIUM  - none 
GERMANY 
Compared  trith the results of the  survey made  at the  end of September 
1968  (1  089  873)· the number  of foreigners  employed  in the·Federal Republic 
of Germany  has  almost  doubled.  At  the  end of September 1972  there were  more 
foreign workers  employed  in Germany  (2  352  392)  than at  any time in ·the post• 
war  period. ·These  fo~eign workers  accounted  fo~ 10.8% of the active popula-
tion.  At  the end of January 1973  their number  was  only slightly less .(2 ·345  115) 
than that of September  1972~ 
Given the increasing use  of foreign  labour,  the Federal Ministry of 
Labour  and. SoCial Affairs inter-departmental Working Party for· foreign labour 
problems decided to take greater accoiint; of the social fact.ors when  admitting 
new  foreign  ~10rkers,  in other words  to grant residence  and  working permits 
only according to the p·ossi bHi  ties offered by the infrastructure .and in 
particular in the light of the availability of sui  table accomo.dation. -This 
measure is not  intended to restrict  the right of Community  workers to free 
movement,  although a  strengthening of the controlled recruiting of Italian 
workers is desirable for the reasons  stated above.  At  present  an  effort is 
being made·to collaborate with the official Italian services in this sphere. 
'  ' 
The housing conditions of foreign workers cannot  be considered in 
isolation;  on  the contrary, it is essential to establish  a.  correlation with 
the German  market  for housing,  which  remains very strained,  and the supply 
of housing for the German  population. 
./. / 
I, 
.: . 
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Foreigners ·8J::'e  assimilated by the pub:\.ic  authoritlef:{ with qerman · 
.  ' 
nationals both as regards occupation of sU.bsidized housing- and the' grant-
of special credit. facilities for ·building.  Generally  spea.ki~g ther.ef,or~· 
housing conditions  fo~ foreign and German  workers  are improving at the 
same  rate.  This is mainly due to the fact  that. each year 600 .000 ·housing 
.  .  .  .  . 
. units are completed in Germany.  • Duri.ng the period under review ari  important 
effort has been r:1ade  in the  sphere  of.  special aid Shemes  for foreign workers, 
such as the aid schemes  for ·the construCtion of lodgings and housin_g. 
However,  it should be-noted that,  despite' the principle of equality of 
treatmantj  fol  .. ei~ers- are more. affecte.d than the Germans  by the shortage 
.  .  . 
of housing particularly in the areas where  labour is concentrated. ·.This is 
caused by linguistic difficulties,·· the foreignerst inexperience and  their 
.  .  . 
baleful'' ignorance· of the legal arra.ngemen~s.  In  th~s respect it should be_ 
'  ' 
emphasi'ze'd, .·ho>·tever,  that  most  f<;>reigners affected by the  shorj;~e·  0~ the' 
inadequacy of accomodation are wqrkers who  entered Germany  either illegally 
or without  t~mlcing use  of the Federal Labour Bureau or who  P,ave  left  accci-:·· 
r:itodation  that 'the Federal  ~UrEiau hail previously controlled under.  employment, 
or recruiting schemes. 
/, 
·.''  ..  It is gratifying to not'e that the official  and~.private  s~rvices ,  ,·· 
responsi·ble for fbreign  wo~kers' problems. are increasingly attemp;bing. to 
.provide equality of treatment  on· the housing ~ket.  by gl ving the German 
.  <·  .  . 
popu1ation·much more  precise information -on  the  economic  importance of the 
•  :'  '- ,'  I  .  \ 
·.use of  fore~gn manpower,  by organizing ·a:ttract'i  ve  audio-visual  iangu~e 
courses·,  by carrying out ':t~gh ·campai·gns _against- oocorbi tant rents and by .. 
advising· foreign workers  on their rights and obligations  •. 
- '  . . 
, ... '' 
··./  ~--
•, 
·• 
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In order to protect the 40  million tenants,in the Federal Republic 
of Germany  from  the "abuses" and the  "intolerable consequences of the current 
market  si  tuation11 i  in 1971  the Bundestag took -stricter legislative measures  : 
the "law of 4 November  1971  whose  purpose was  to  improve  the right 
of tenancy ~d  to limit rent  increases as well as to limit  engineers• 
and  architects'fees" 
' 
and  tl1e  "lau of 25  Noyember  1971  on  the protection of tenants 
against  t ~rmination pf. lease of accomodati on "• 
It was  moreover  foreign workers'housing conditions which  explained the speed 
with which  the laws were  passed. 
In Spring 1972,  the. Fedez:al  Bureau .carried out  by public poll a  new 
survey of the problems of employing foreign  labour and,  like the Autumn  19.68 
survey,  it was  poncerned with housing conditions.  According to the first 
provisional results of the survey obtained from  foreigners  (approximately 
14  000  persons), there has been no  great  change  as regards accomodation  between 
1968  and 1972.  However it can  already be stated that there has been no · 
confirmation of the general impression given by  a  nwmber  of press reports and 
many  studies that  for~igners" h'?using conditions had become  somewhat  worse. 
The  1971  and 1972  period covered by this· report· is characterized by 
the massive arrival of foreign.wo:r.-kers  and their families  and_  by an  excessive 
•  •  4  • 
increase in building costs  •. 
Also,  according to the introductory statement by the Ptinister for 
Social  Ho~sing during the 1973  parliamentary debates,  the problems· of housing'  ., 
both for collective lodgings  and furnished accomodation for workers  living 
alone have  assumed unforeseen proportionso 
./. 
t 
I 
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A1  tho:ngl~ at the beginning of 1971  the  ~umber of  IlOn-LuxemboUrg . 
\  •'  . 
workers'stood at  32  000 it increased to 42.000/towards the end of 1972 .and 
.  . .  I  .  .  .  .·  ,  ,. 
the number  of foreig.a· families tncreased by  some  3 000 units in the  same 
period. 
The  measures  t~en by the Government  and the hous.es  bU.l1 t  for· 
foreign workers  during the tt<10  years .197t and 1972 are dealt with in the 
replies .below a  .. nd relate to the different points of the· Recommendation. 
'.  '  . 
·,  ' .. 
\ 
.  :•.··. 
·,, ·.:  .. 
.... 
(. 
.j  • 
.  .  _.·, 
·,. 
',  ~. 
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B.  REPLIES  PJ~LA.TING TO  THE  DIFFERENT  POINTS  OF  THE  RECOMMENDATION 
Point  1  Calculation of current  and future needs 
BELGIUM 
As  has  be~n repeatedly stated in the past Belgium has had and 
continues to have no  housing crisis. The  stock of houses is permanently in 
excess of the nwnber  of families  and the surplus increases from year to year. 
This is confirmed by the last known  figures which  are given below. 
~  Nu~er pf dwellin~s-=  ~Number of families  1  Difference 
(a)  (b)  (c)  (b-e) 
1968  3 499  604  3 168  391  331  213 
1969  3 554  026  3 177  682  376  344 
1970  3 596  149  3  187  826  408  323 
1calculated figures  (National Institute for Statistics). 
It :!.s  currently assessed,  discounting secondary residences,  that 
approximately  35~ of dwellings are  empty  and that this ·proportion gives· 
flexibility to the real estate market  and  supports the belief that current 
needs  can be met. 
The  National Housing Institute has the responsibility of  givi~g 
parti6ular attention to the problem of assessing the need for dwellings. 
Having defined a  method  for listing the needs  ~~d of establishing 
an  assessment  at national level for the 1965-1984  period,  the Institute 
is now  bending its efforts to regional  assessments which  are '!;he  only ones 
which really identify the needs  and the actual programmes. 
At  present two  studies have  been  c~ied out  in this field by 
the In.stitute. They  involve the "Assessment  of housing needs at regional 
level for the 1971  - 1975  period" and the "Assessment  of housing needs in 
the Herentals-Itol region". 
./. , . 
6 
,  I  . 
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The  abov~-me!ltioned  .. studies.  show.  that foreign migratory' IJIOV~ments 
,'  .......  ·.  - ' 
should npt. new· affect the  hou~3ing needs  since in very recent years .the 
migratory flow' has been balanced,. emigration being equal to imm,i,gra"!;io:Q. 
J  '  ~  • 
It is believed that this z:ecent  tendency will be confirmed in  th~ .coming 
years at least  h1 the medium-term. 
However,  ~lthough overall it can be  considered that quantitatively 
the. housing.· situation in Belgium is sati·sfactory,  account  must  be  -taken of 
the, needs which are created by the  i~provement in the.' general  standard of 
livingo ·Thus,  as .regards quality, there is considerable room  for' improve~ent 
not  only-for the Belgian :population but  also for the  ~mmigrants~ 
., 
-Hhen  it adopted various proposals included in the 1971  - 1975  plan 
(the third plan) 'the Government  set  as objeptive the attainment  in  l~H5 of 
an annual  volume  of construction of 60  boo  new  dwellings including 20  000 
'  I  . 
social dwellings. There would also be  a  parallel  programme  of improving, 
sanitation. It v1as  estimated. that annually 2o·ooo  insanitary dwellings 
. would. have to lJe  demolished and 7 000  dwellings  wo~thy:  ,·of  sa:ving would 
'GERMANY 
. \.._ 
-:  .,  ... 
Fro;;1  the clata provided by various  surveys.,  the Federal Government 
is tryin~ to, deterraine the _shortfall in the number _pf-; dwellings for foreign 
.  '  I 
workers'~families consisting of on-0 .or  more  pe,rsons  anCJ.  to· fpreca.st  the  .  ,·.·  .  '  .  .  .  .  -
housip.g :ne.eds. of ·foreign wo!kers who  will enter Germa,ny:  from,now untq J.975o .. 
At  the  s~e  ._time,  ~ccount is also being taken of the  ~act that  .~  I>~rtion of,,  ·· 
~he. fqrei'e;n. vrol~kers already living in Germany. wHl. bring their families to 
Germany  aJ!.dr  if, 'their stay is prolonged,  they will be increasingly inclined 
· to se.ek .separate housing..  . · .  . 
1  .  }  ~·  .  .  . 
. · In .the. context  qf the comi.:ngassessment  of  exis~iJ?:~ housing. and the 
. preparation of the new  programme· for building low cost housing,. the building 
of housing for foreign workers will have an  important  place;o 
./. -7- V/46/74-E 
There is a  yery interesting study on  the subject called "the study 
on  housing conditions for foreign workers- in the Baden-WUrtemberg Land" 
undertaken in 1972  by a  research department  of the University of Stuttgart 
at the request  of the Baden-WUrtemberg  Land.  This research depar;tment  con-
cluded.that in the .Baden-WUrtemberg  Land,  which  has a  population of 
8 895  000  (27I~ 1970  census)  and  575  786  foreign workers representing 16.7% 
of'the  populatio~ (at the end of Septemb.er  1972),  the  ~u~lative need for 
family housing for foreign workers was  between 91  000  and 96  500  housing 
units,  broken do't'm  as follows  : 
transfer of  ~amilies :  approximately 31  000  dwellings; 
dwellings for workers wishing to get  married  :  approximately 25  000; 
replacement  of dwellings whose  state,  sanitary facilities,  overcrow-
1 
ding-or condition cannot  be  consi·dered as decent  :  35  000  to 40  500 
dwell5.ngs. 
LUXEMBOURG 
Iil ·1971  the Grand  Duchy  had- around 110  000  households of which  15 000 
were  foreigners  and 83  000  occupied dwellings.  Although there are no  statis-
tics for 1972,  a  reasonable  estimate is for an  increase in the number  of 
famililies to 113  000  including 18  000  foreign families and of occupied 
dwellings to 86  OOOo 
At  first  sight there is nothing alarming about  these figures. It 
should however  be pointed out  that in the Grand  Duchy  all available 
mode·rately rented accomodation is 6ccupied by foreign families  and that 
the country appears to have  r·eached the limit of' its capacity to admit . 
foreigners eithersingle workers ornew families. 
Although,  unlike some  of the European  Community  industrial centres, 
the Grand  Duchy  has as yet  no  experience of  cr~ded slums  or shanty towns, 
there 'is no  doubt that  t  if the coun·hy wishes to maintain its high  standard 
.;.  . V/46/74-E · 
of living and  itso economi:p:  ei7~Wl~~l~p,j~  sho'!lld very shortly m~e provision 
·for some  3 _000  neti beds_ for. ~"xr~~l'l3"_1i  ving alone-and for. building ·some 
·  •··  ·  t.,  ·~ ·1":.1····'· •./ .'.  ·  .  1'  I 
3000  low-cost  duellings for. familiE:lS•  1 , 
.··:  '· 
'  ,-
The findings  of the third S\U'Vey  of housing needs  c~ried out  in 
1970 ·_became  availal)le ·in 1971.  :Mor~over,  a  general  population and housing 
census carried out in 1971 _provided additional  informat_ion~ 
\  -
The I'igures  show that the increase in the number  of persorts living 
alone is always relatively larger than the increase in the total population 
of the Netherlands.  This is explained in·particular.by the fact  that young 
people set up  a  home  at  an earlier age  _and  that old people  contin~e ~o have 
·an  indep~ndent home  for a  longer period. 
Despite  a  fresh decrease  in the average rate of occupancy of dwellings 
(3.88  in 1960  cor;1pp.red  with 3.22 in 1970)  the shortage- of ·dwellings-has been 
. reduced, still further· due to the massive buildirtg of dwellings and to the  n~t 
increase in the,number  of dwellings in recent years. 
Qn  the basis of ·the information provided by the  surv~Yt. in a  "N<:>ta  . -
Volkshuisyesting"  (Report  on  housing)  presented to Parliament  on 18  April~. 
the Government  adopted a  programme  providing for  the.  construction of 
'  .  .  ~  .  . 
- ' 
1  350  000 -dmil1ings during the period fro·m  ~971 to 1980_.  There· are two 
alternu.tives -in this  .progrc:m:n~ : 
Demolition of insanitary collective 
dt'le1lings  and occupation of other 
buiJ.dings 
In~reasing.  the. reserves of dw.ellings 
Increas~ in the need for d1-1ellings 
Available for replacement 
i. 
60.000 
25.000 
·850 .ooo  '. 
415.000 
1.350.000 
II. 
66.ooo· 
50.000' 
·900.000 
340.000 
.;. '. .,..  9.-
In 1970  approxLnately half 'the ehortage·< ·of!  dwell'ings  was  concentrated  i~ 
!  i 
the west  of tho  country~  pa.r~icula:tl.Y•Tn  ~h·e  large 1U'ban  areas.  Consul-
tative. Provincial Commi ttee,s were·.ctfi.eil' 'instructed· to ensure that State 
aid was  used as best  as possible to meet  the  nee~s of the  co~aunes and 
the great centres. The  surveys for determining these requir.ements 
take full account·of the foreign workers" housing needs. 
./~ ..  ! 
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Point  2  . F~nan~rogramrn..2, 
( 
BELGIUM 
.  .  ' 
Since 1995  there has been no  f~nancing programme·excl~sively 
I  • 
for  immigrant  wo:r-kers 'housing.-
Howcv<3r-,  as was  mentioned in the. previous reports,  housing for 
iiill!ligrants is considered in thecontext of housing in generat.·  H  should 
.  .  '..  .  .  .  ....  ' 
therefore be  poin-t cd -out  that,  faced  t-ri th_ th'e  slowing ·down  of the economy 
in general and cqns-truction work  in particular,  which-was already apparent 
from  1970,  one of the  Governm~nts!maill tasks has been the  reactivat_io~ 'of 
. •, ·y  .. 
the building industry. 
- :tn  order to_  give an  effective start to .this p1a.rtnrd reactivation 
·a.: 2300  m:ll~fon '"appropriation 'additional to  tha~- provided for'' 1972 ·{or  one 
fif"jih  more)  was  alloted to the two  national building firms  and to. the Fonds 
..  •..  ..  .  •·  f  • 
d:u,  Logement  de la Ligue des  Fami~les nombre_uses  ~e Belgique  (Fund for  ~h.e 
L:eague ;of  large_ families in Belgium)  o  As for building work.  carri~d ·ou:t  by 
the -private :::ector,  fr9~ l~pril 1972  ~- short-:term sUpplement to the  ·' 
building premium  \'ras  granted. 
:;  ·;  .  ·': 
~CO'LU'aging. results of the  ~bo~e~~e~i'io~~d  :~easUres ar'e :already .  .  ,.  ,, 
'. . .  .. :  :  ;  :.:  ~ 
currently notic.eable. 
'·.·  ...  :···  t'  ., 
i..  ~  .  ..  : ..  ;·  ·  .. ,  ,:  ..  :: .. :'!.  :;~~. 
There is already a  very sharp increase in the. -numb~r' of building 
:·..-;r~~r  ·  .  .:  .. · · ·  .;· .. 
licenqes_granted for housing;  43 
pared. with only  24.  ooo  in' 1971. · 
000  licences were-granted in  1972  as  com-
The  n1-1mber  of applicat_ions for building p:r:emiums  also  showed .a 
·'·· 
sharp incr_ease;  from  14  507 'in 1971  tot 40  879  in  1972~ . 
As·  regards the last paragraph of Point  2  of the Rec'ommendation, 
the reply given in the previous reports rerpains valid today. 
.;  .. .• 
""!  11-
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Although it is not  oompelled to do  so by law,  by means  of t.wo 
financing programmes  the Federal Housing Bureau promotes the' construction 
of lodgings  and dt-1ellings  for foreign workers  in order addi  tiona.lly to 
contribute,  within the limits of its financial resources,  to the decent 
housing of these  tr;orke:rs~  By  granting loans at  a  preferential interest 
rate it intends to  cr~ate in due  course reasonably priced housing in those 
areas where the elilployment  of· foreign workers is vi  tal if the shortage of 
manpower  i-s  to be  overcome.  Since 1960  the managarnent  Cornmi ttee of the 
Labour Bureau has used DM  420.6  million of its financial reserves for.the 
construction of foreign workers hostels and,  since 1964,.  Dl:l  39.4  million 
for the construction of dwellings for foreign workers. 
(a)  Loans  in accordance with the arrangements  of 14  July 1971  governing 
the gi:ant· ·of· aid for the construction of hostels for foreign workers 
The  Pederal Minister· of Labour  and Social Affairs ·has issuedt  aince· 
Aprill971,  nel-l  directives on hostels for foreign workerse These.directives 
are a  great  improvement  on  the arrangements which were  in force' until that 
date •. In. order ·to comply with the rtew  regulations  on 14 July 1971 the 
Federal Bureau revised its arrangements for :.granting a.id.  ·In particular it 
increased the  subsi~ per bed ·from  DM  3000  to DM  4500 in  ordel~ to off-set· 
· a part of ·the hoa'vy · ad.ditto'nal ·cost which has to be  met  by those responsible 
for building hostels for foreign workers in order to meet  the new  minimum 
standards.  The  ~angements for tne construction of hostels for foreign 
workers ·lay dowri  in particular. tfiat' :  · · 
the  ot-mer  has :to  m·e~t at least 25  %  of the total cost; 
tho total financing must  be  gU.aranteed and there rmist  be suppor-
ting arguments for it; 
the r"e11t . paid by  the. foreign workers  including all hiring charges 
must  be reasonable. 
./~ (' 
' 
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. 'SubSidies· are 'provided on:'lY'  f~r  ..  ~ildihgs made  of- iolid materials 
'  .  "  '  .  ,.  j...  - .  . 
or for ·prefabricated -buildings wh6se ·type,· cohstruction and  loc~tion are 
.  . '  .  .  .  /  .  . 
such th1Jt  they can be used as  dwellingS without having•to be  consi'derably 
•  ~  !  '  •  t, 
.  ' 
modified.·  Only those locations are considered  t~at are situated in.residen..:. 
tial are13-s  which offer good  opportunities for contact not  only with the 
German· resident,s o;_1t  al~o with the_ other worJ<:ers  and the .families of _foreign 
workers •. This prevents. the  f?rmatio~ ~f gh~tto~· and  a  satisfacto~y an:d .. 
.  '.  /  .  . 
beneficial integration for all the foreign workers  even when  not  at ·work.  · 
- .  I 
·.  •·  By  30  September 1972· the Federal Office had made  available 
I  . 
I  . 
DM  391-.. 7-.million for the· construction  o_f  2.,647  hostels involving·166.944 
beds, --from ·which  sum ·loans  amoUnting to .Dl>1  88.6 million had beeri  made 
between 1  October  1970  and 30  September 1972 for the .construction of 402 
hostels involving  _31.96~·  ~eds.;  · 
-'. 
AltogGthcr·2.096 ho.stels involving '123.8'48  beds were available 
-by  30  S~pt  ember ·1972 f. 97.092 .  ( 78  .47~) .of  th'e~~ -123 ,;848  beds had been alloted 
'  .  .  .  .  .  .· 
to ·persons for :vrhorn.  they we're·fntended,  3.324  (2~7 .%).  had .been  provisionally 
alloted'>to ·other categories of persons :a:nd  23.432 · (lB.9  %)  were  a~ailab;Le  .  .  .  ~  .  '  .  .  .  .  .  '  . 
'  ' 
for  allocation.- Hor.eover,  mention should be  mad~ of the  ~act. i;hat  5.636  . 
beds  subsidized by the Fe.deral Office had be.en· transfor_med into permanent 
~  .  '  .  .  .  .  '  ~  ... 
dwellings· tor for-eig!l  ~d  German  workers in order  bett~r to  -'-meet  the  regi~na.l· 
fluctuatiOIJ.S  of· demand. 
:; 
.;. 
·  ..  •  .. 
\ 
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(b)  LoallS  in accordance with the arrangements  of 28  June  1967  governing 
the granting of loans to  encourage the construction of  dwellin~s for 
· foreign workers'-
S~nce. 1964 the Federal Office has participated,  in conjunction 
with the State, .the Uinder  and tp.e  communes  in_ carrying out  a  special  soh.eme 
aimed at building  dwelling~ for-foreign workers.  Generally its contribution 
consists of a  loan of DM  9 000 per dwelling.  Under this aid.scheme it grants 
loans only : 
when  the dwellings to be built meet  the criteria for social housii?-g 
in cases where  at  least  an  equal  loan is made .by public funds · 
··  and when  the  employers play a  reasonaple part in the financing. 
By  31  December 1972 the Federal Office had·granted for this purpose 
loans totalling DI-I  35  million for the construction of 4  047  dwellings. Just 
for 1971  and 1972  m~ 19.6 million had' been granted for subsidizing the 
construction of 2 169  dwellings,  which represents 56  %  of total loans 
gz:anted by the  Feder~.l Office.  ·This very appreciable increase is mainly 
explained, by the increased participation of the various Utnder in this 
special 'scheme  for constructing dwellings. 
Apart  from the Federal Office,  the folloWing have  pa.rti·cipated in 
the financing of these 4  047  subsidized dwellings  : 
the State1  for approximately 
the LUnder,  for approximately 
· the communes,· for  approximately 
and the  employers,  for  approximately 
DM  17 .a  million 
DM  78.6 million 
DM  3.0 million 
DM  51.2 million 
./. .'><"' 
'I 
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It is  .~ls(): worth noting that-in 1971 types of  financi~g were worked 
'out  with the .aim  of encouraging· the ·construction of dwellin'gs for foreign 
workers.  The  ide.a was  to mitigate' the dffficuHies' of various. kinds  I encoun-
'tered. by foreign workers·· in_ thei·r search for. accomodation.  Loans· h,ave·· been  .  . 
granted for·these projects which• are  :under way  i~ North Rhineland Westphalia 
by  :: 
the State 
the'North Pillineland Westphalia Land 
and the F.edcre.l  Office 
:  · Dr1  2~25 million 
DM  24  million' 
.  ~  :  DM  5.5  'million . 
'· 
at a  reduced rate of in:terest ·(o.5 'inste~ of  2  'l~) 
'-.  .  .~  \ 
By  30  September 1972,  95  of the 611  dwellings  sci  subsidized had already 
been completed.  Of these 95  dwellings,  74  are  alre~dy occupied by foreign 
,.'  .··  ' 
workers  and 21 have  been allotled under the  scheme  for  e:icchange ·of· dwellings-.· 
The  exchang€) of  d~ellings ("rotation of tenants")  made  possible  by. 
this special housing sceme  enables  Ge~men wo~kers to rent  ~ew and gene!'_ally. 
more  expensive  fa.'l1iiy  dwellings  provided they.place the  che~per·  d~elAngs_  ·_, 
which they vacate a.t  th'e disposal of foreign 'workers.  .·  · 
,I'' 
','. 
'  . 
During 197'!  and 19721  1' · 410.  d..;e'ilings  for foreign workers· were 
1 
sub-.. - -.  ' 
sidized from  appropriations by the Federal Ministry for  Labour  and Social 
Affairs. 
In'both these years full 'use was  ~ade'of the appropriations of DM  6 
.million and 3  million respectively.  These  appropriations were used partly· 
in the form' of ap:pror)riations  from  the public  auth~ri  ties and ·.partly· in· the. 
form  o'f  alloHan:cos to :i;'eplace the  employers1loanso 
been madd ·for  ap:r:il~opr':l..at:i.ori~  pf Df.:l  5  million. 
'·,' 
Reference dates  : 
construction-of hostels for  foreign workers= 
For 1973  proviision has . 
.  ;·.  l: 
./. 
30 September 
construction·of dwellings for foreign workers=· 31  December  • 
. .  .  .  ~ . 
}  !  . 
'·' 
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LUXEMBOURG 
The  financing of housing for immigrants is in keeping with the 
pat~ern for fin<lllcing of housing in general.  Since  1  January 1964 
immigrants from the Community have :r;-ecei ved the  same  financial  support 
as  Luxemburgers whereas all other immigrants can receive  premiums  for-con-
struction and purchase after they have resided in the country for three 
years.  The  appropriations provided for  a.d  hoc  are non-restrictive. 
Also  special  appropriations are set aside for firms which arrange 
commtinal  accomodation for their foreign workers.  Under  a  ministerial 
regulation of 1  july 1963  and ·some  previou~ ministerial regulations the 
time  schedule for the compulsory provision of hostels specially prepared 
for foreign workers has been reduced from ten to six years and the 
· maximum  monthly rent  per bed has been fixed at 900 francs. The  subsidy 
ha~ peen  ificreas~d and fixed at  50  000 francs  per accomodated worker 
although it must  not  exceed 50 %  of the actual cost ·of providing and 
flirnishing the accomodation.  The  same  Decree allows the Socl.ete  Immobiliere 
de ).'Artisanat  (Craftmens'Real Estate Assbciatiofi)  to benefit,  like the 
firms,  from the subsidy for the provision of hostels.  In 1971  and 1972 
some  50  firms  provided arotiild 400 extra beds with the help of State subsidies 
amounting to arotmd 15  million.  During the same  period fotu- 'hostels containing 
160  beds were  provided by the Societe· Irnmobiliere· de l'Artisanat. 
'  A number  of employers have  provided decent  accomodation for their 
foreign personnel without recourse to State subsidies  • 
.  Finallyl  a  ministerial regulation of 1} February 1971  provided for 
aid to ·private persons othl:lr than employers  who  provided decent  acconi.odation  .  . 
for ·foreign ·workers.  The·  purpose. of  th~s regulation was  to make  ereater 
use ·of private enterprise in order to meet  the increasing _reqUirements. 
'· 
./. •'.· 
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A  law of  27  July 1971  established a-system of h'ouse  13aving whose 
very. appreciable advantages applied .to all immigrants without distinction 
of nationality. 
.  ' 
A ministerial regulation  o~ 3 January 1972  made  appreciable  impro~e­
ments to the conditions for the grant  of premiums  for construction ·and. 
pu~chase as,.,'tvell  as to the amount  of these· premiums.  It  ~pplies equally 
to nationals of the European Community  and to non- nationals of the 
Comm~ity who  have· 1  ved fpr three years in the Community. 
·A  ministerial regulation of.  1~ September· 1972  impr.oved the  inter~st, 
rate  ~ebate in:respect  of loans taken out  for  t~e construction or  pUr.C~ase 
of a  d'"felling. 
' 
Finally,  the budget  law of 1973',  voted t·pwards  the· end of .1972,  set 
.up a  Social Housing Fund  and allotted 150  million t'o it. 
THE  NETHERLANDS 
A 'nu.rnbor  of dwellings built' tinder. the iaw on housing .  ( woningswet) 
.i.e. financed or subsidizedby :Public authorities,  were  completed. d.\Ji.ing. 
the last five years  • 
..  . 
..:·· 
62  071 . 
./..: 
1968 
'1969  50.925 
'1970  45  349 
1971  50  025 
1972  53  455' 
· · ·'t:otal  ..  ·  261  825,  or an  ayerage  of  5~/355 
per ·'yea:r. 
.;  . 
During tho period ,1968  to 1972,  the number  of· dwellings to let or 
of ·'State· ·subsidized o'wnership completed each year  {wfthout  pU.bi:i.c  loans) 
rras  as  follot-1S  1 
·,  ·.  : 
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1968  39  504 
·1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
53  620 
51  750 
64  320 
72  311 
total  281  505,  O!  an  average  of 56  301  per year. 
Constructi9n  o~ hostels without help from  the public authorities 
(subsidies or loans) was  as follows  : 
1968  21  198 
1969  18  572 
1970  20  185 
1971  22  250 
1972  26  507 
total  108  711,  or an  average of 21  742  per year. 
From  1968  to 1972.  652  041  new  hostels  (or  an  average of 130  408 
per;~~) were;~d~d to the  exi~ting h~stei~.  Moreover  emphasis has in-
creasingly been  put  on  modernizing and  improving the sanitation of the old 
hostels.  In a  number  of regions the shortage of accomodation  was  practi-
cally overcome  dtU'ing  the reference  period. 
In the large urban centres in the west  of the Netherlands certain 
categories of hostel,  particularly the cheaper ones,  are in short  supply. 
Since it is precisely to that  are~ that  most  of the foreign workers  go, 
there is a  permanent  demand  for  cheap lodgings. The  Government  has  adopted 
a  regulation specifically aimed  at migrant  workers  living alone,  the pur-
pose  of which  ie to encourage the construption of new  permanent  hostels 
and the transformation of old buildings into collective a.ccomodation • 
.  . 
This regulation is incorporated into the present  system  of subsidies 
.  '  .  '  :.  .  . 
and  lays down  that the accomodation will be  specifically destined for per.sons 
living alone1  but  t-Jhat,  by  simple technical  al1;erations it can be  put to 
other us~s, for  example  as old people's homes  or divided into separate 
lodgings. 
./. ' . 
I  , 
-·, 
·,-
···...:.'18  '  ' 
Moreover  1  the  raanag~~E;lnt  must  pe  in the •  hariQ,s  of ·a no:t:l-pro'fi  t  'mclting 
.  '  . 
·association or fotmdntion which itself must  find  lQ  %of the ·administrative 
/  .  . 
.coots,  for  ~:::ample by ,means  ~f .contributions paid by the em:ployers  concerne-d  •.. 
Aid from the public authorities is  .. ~P. ven in the form of  gu.a.r~tces' covering 
I  ·:0  ~ 
tho loans granted for the  remain~ng · oosts1  and- in  ~he case  w}'lere  t.he 
.  .  . J 
buil?-ings  arc. transformed tho State and the  co~es can proyide  special 
he~p. It. is also possi:ble to obtain .a  subsidy :towards running ·COsts.  The 
'  '  .  ;  ..  ·,  ' 
departments  of the r1ini stry  · o:f  Housing and Town  and ·country flroming  (Depart  e-
. _ment  van VoH:shuisvesting en, Ruimtelijke. Ordening)  is.  currently examining a 
number  of.  applications for both the construction of new  buildings and the 
transformation,of old buildings. 
,·: 
..... -- ..  ·· .. · 
I-
r_·· 
./. 
:-/.  .  \  ·.·  ~·:· . 
.  I 
.  I 
•,  ""· 
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F"Jint  3  ~!..?.:  _r:_,qn~ing ~he ~ousing of migrant  workers 
BELGIUM 
l  -A.  ~ 
.During 1965  the National Housing Society carried out  with its 
approved societies a  survey on  the number  of migrant  workers households 
who  rented their accomodation.  The  results of this  surve~ were  briefly. 
mentioned in the second report  on  the follow-up to the  reco~~endati~n. 
The  National Society has  currently carried out  a  second survey of the 
same  type,  the  res~lts of which  give the situation at  31  December  1970. 
In 1964  and in 1970  there were  49  400  and  60  300  foreigners respec-
tively accomod~ted in low-cost  dwellings,  representing 8.51 %  and 8.42 % 
of the fqreign  population living permanently in Belgium  on  those  same 
dates. 
The  total number  of persons  living in rented low-cost  dwellings 
is estimated at 364  000  in 1964  and at 423  000  in 1970;  foreigners  make 
up 13.56  %and 14.23 %respectively of these figures,.  The  magnitude  of 
the effort made  by  the societies to provide reasonable housing tq foreign 
households is evident  when  these percentages of 13.56  and  14.23  f:or  1970 
are  compa;red  'I'Ti th those of 6.16  and 7 .86  in 1964  which  give the proportion 
of. foreigners in the total population of Belgium. 
The  total number  of immigrants has  increased by 23.39  %  compared 
with 1964;  the increase is of 22.06  %  compared with 1964  for foreigners .· 
house{i  in accomodation  provided by the National Housing Society. 
From  1964  to 1970  the percentage increase of foreiBners  in low-cost 
housing has therefore been practically equal to the increas.e of foreigners 
in the CC!untry. 
Fi.gures  are not yet  available for 1971  and 1972  for  occupation  of 
low-cost housing by foreign families. 
./. ..  / 
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It ·is most  prob9-ble  ho•vever that  thE;l  situation during the-last,. 
two' years 'is s:i.mi.lar 'to---that  just ·described which ·can  b-e  call'ed .fav!)urable 
to foreigners,  given that they occupy a  larger proportion of  low-cost;- .. 
dwellings than their numbers  in the total_population would warrant. 
,  -~ing  1971  and 1972  the National  Land Association made. Bfrs 
-87  164 714 available ·for the housing of foreign families  (loans  +.  sale 
of  dwelli~g~). 
These  schemes 'for foreigners represent  only about  3 %  of the total 
volume  of. the ,kJ1d Associiation~s activities. However,  this :r;-elatively 
~ .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
small  percentage  yompared with the  perce~tage of foreigners in Belgium 
is explained by the fact  that the National  Land Association operates 
mainly outside the towns,-in other words  in areas where foreigners  do  not 
usualli settle. 
The  actj_vi ty of the Housing Fund of the Belgian Association for 
Large Families  on  the  other hand is more  likely to  meet ·the needs'·of 'the 
·,·· 
immigrant  familieso  The  results obtained are most  enli~hten~ng. 
/-'  ........  ··;~ 
-
in  ,/·bf the 2  205  large- families that ·received a  ~oan_  1971,  299  'j._;._ 
·- d!  were  foreign  fcunilie~- representing 13.5 ;o  of the recipients.  - ..  ·.  :-·; 
The  299  foreigns  families  consisted of 2  233  pers_ons  including ---· 
.  \  - '  .  '' · ..  -
1622  children representing 5.4  per familyo 
Figures for 1972 are not yet  available. It is .believed how~ver· 
that  t:her~ will be  no~,meL~or change  compared  wit~ the 197L trend. 
.•'  ·, 
However,  whatever -efforts are  made  by the two_  NationalSocieties 
alfd  the Housing Fund ·of, the, Belgian. Association for  L~ge Families,  as 
I 
shown  by the al)ove-quoted figures,  it must  be  a~mi  tted.'that generally  . 
.  ;. 
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speaking housing conditions for  foreign  labour remain inferior to those 
of Belgian workers.  It is undeniable that the majority of people living 
.  \ 
in insanitary accomodation in Belgium are.foreigners. This  occupation  of 
slums  by  many  foreigners is not  merely a  transitional stage on  their first 
arrival in Belgium but it also applies to families  who  have  been settled 
for two  or three years. 
This phenomenon  of settling in insanitary accomodation is no  doubt 
explainable by.the fact  that  most  foreigners  cannot  afford to spend too 
much  money  on  their home  if they wish to send part  of their salary to their 
country of origin.  However,  this is not  the only reason for their poor 
housing situation.  Too  many  Belgina landlords are still unwilling to let 
to foreigners. 
~he concentration of foreign workers within unhygienic districts is 
one  of-the symptoms  of the typical social stratification of today's 
society. 
GERMANY 
The  directives  on  housing.foreign workers  issued by the Federal 
Ministry for Labour  and Social Affairs which  came  into force  on  l  April 
1971  have  proved effective.  The  two-year time  limit allowed for transforming 
complet,ed buildings or .:those  under construction expired .m  31  March  1972. 
According to information provided by the  .abour and unemployment  offices 
of the L€inder  all these hostels have  been adapted to meet  the new  standards.; 
A publi_c  poll  aurv~y on  th.e  housing condi  tiona. of foreign workers 
in the Federal Republic  carried out  QY  the Federal Office produced the 
following  provisi.~?na.l data· 
.(. ... 
I: 
I, 
\ 
Approximately Go  j~ of .foreign workers have  a  dwelling of their  OTrm  (s~e table 1) 
.  ' 
There has  been no  great  change in the accomodation situation between 
-1968  and  197;2.  The 'proportion of ·men  occupying private accomodation is -· 
appreci_ably the  same  (around 60  j&),  the  ~ercentagt;J for  !"lome~ has increased 
slightly.  ~-4  ;.:~  of men  and  60 %  of women  have  a  private dwelling _of  th_eir 
own.  15% of men  and  13,% of  women  have  other types ?f private accomodation 
{for example  accomodation without  kitchen or kitchenette,  temporary  accorno~ 
. dation).  ozi·'the  other hand the, number  of .privat~  co~unai dweliings  ±~·  ,. 
very low. 
Only. 1/3 ·of meri  ancf bar.e1y i/4  of women  lived' in dwellings which· 
·had been  provided by the  employer •  Compared  ~ith 196S  the ·p;opci_rtioJi  of~ · 
workers li  v:ing in dwellings. provided by: the  employer has· in~reased.  (8%  for . 
,  ,  .  .  ·.  '  .  :  I/  .  .  ,  . 
,1 
.  m.en  an~ lQ.)'bJor.  ~om~n)  •  ...  ~he~'e hCJ.S, a~.!?.o  l;>een  a  sligh.t .in.creas.e .in .tiJ.e  ...  ....  ' 
•  '  ·:  t  •  •  •  •  ••  '  •· 
number  of foreign workers  living in other temporary' accomodation. _On  the 
other~hand,' the  numb~r of' persons  living' i'n  comm~a1  'acc~m~~tion' (provided··  .. : 
.  by th.e  erripl;oye;r:)'  ·has~ appreciably decrea$ed.  '>  .·..  · · 
.  ~  .  : 
/  ..  ,. 
I.f.'-a~comodat-i~>n· provided by the  ~niplo;rer ·is added: t·o private  "~  ........ ,, 
accomodatioh it can be  seen  .. th~t more .tijan half  th~ men  Md 10 %  of the  .. , 
.  j  •  .  I  .  .  .  .  . 
women  iiY.e.·.J.n .dwellings:.Pf  .tl?-~~:x:.o.w.n,.  - ;  .... .  .. .....  ·.·  .....  . .  '  .  .  ., 
Th~- distributtoi?- 'according to ·th~ different  types  of  acco~od~tion  ··' 
shows ·,that. the·11c.omnninal  dwellingsi',  w:hi;ch  are subject  i;o  p~ticul:ar .  , ... 
bri  ti~ism by the mass  information  ~edia  '!and  also. by various investigators  ~an-
r  ·  .....  ~  :-..... ,·.·  .  .  ...  ,. ....  ~.·-··  ._ ..............  ~.  ·- ...... \  ....  ·.··  .:~.~  .. - ................ ·..  ...~·  ......... . 
hot  be  considered' as.l'epre~€mtati,ve  of~ dwellings  occ:upi'ed  by  for.ei.gn~workers~  ,_ 
Since ·collective dwellings  are :almost  eX'clusi  velly dwellings  made  a;ailable  '  · 
'  • ••••••  -~.  f  ••  :. ••  - ••  ~.  ···- ...........  ~- _..,;..  •  .....  •••  •  •  ~  •••••• '···  ••••••  -~  .. - , ..........  ·~···  .........  ;·.  ~  ••••••  :· ••• '.  - •  •  •  •  •  •  ...  ·•.·  ....  ··-'·:  .:···  ••• 
py  employe~s l'Thich  mU:st  meet  the above-quoted minimum  standards and are. 
subject .to  contr?l by the. ],.abour' 8.d.In~nistration,  the. criticism  on.hous~ng 
«?onditions. can only be in respept  of .sPe~?ific cases. 
More  than 60% of foreign workers  were satisfied with their housing 
(see t'able 2). 
As  was  to be expected,  the_foreign workers  gave  different  ~eplies 
, when  asked whether and to what  extent they were  satisfied ~i  th their housing· 
conditions. 
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Table  l 
Types  of dwellings  occupied by foreign· 
workers in the Federal Republic in % 
Men  ·Women 
1972  1968  1972 
Total of workers not 
accomodated by the employer 
(private dwellings)  61  61  74 
in a  communal  dwelling  2  •  1 
in a  private dwelling  44'  •  60  " 
in another type of  dwe1li~g  15  •  13 
.  • 
Worker~ housed by  the  empl.oyer 
' 
38  ;  39  24 
in a  communal  dwQlling  ..  ..  26  31  8  ... 
in a  pri  vate  ..  dttrellin~  8  5  10  .. 
'  ' 
in another type of dwelling  4  3.  6 
·..  '·  .  ..  .. 
...  ..  ' 
unspecified , .  ..  1  •  2  ..  .  . 
'  ..  .  '  ' 
.. 
TOTAL  ..  10()  100  100  .  ·' 
.  ~ .  ~  : :  , .  .-
.  :"' 
1968 
73 
• 
• 
• 
27. 
14 
1 
6 
• 
100 
'  '  '  I -,  .. 
/ 
24:_-. 
> 
·' 
Table  2-
I  • 
'  ' 
Tenants'assesmen"t  of their housing 
conditions in 1972 
in % 
''.1 
. /  . 
... 
---~--~...;..---------...  ..  '.  .·  ·, 
llleri 
Very  satisfied or satisfied  ..  :  61 
·'. 
Fairly satisffed  21 
Dissatisfied  17 
No  reply:  ..  :,,:  1 
I. 
/  .. 
. Total-,:  100 
32  .·  ..  ·.  qf whom  intend  -\t~  .. mov:s 
,,;· 
. -:.  ..  ~  ~· 
~ ·-:  ... 
·: 
.·  -· 
·:Women 
62 
1  .. 
. .  ·.'  '• .. 
100 
34. 
...  '· 
.  ·,  ,: 
.  :'".·  '.:  .. 
.  ~ .......  '.  . 
..;  ... 
,-....  ; 
I  ' 
-. 
.. , 
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Slightl;y over 60  ~ of men  and  women  were  "very eatisf'ied" or 
"satisfied" with their housing.  18%  of foreign workers stated that they 
were dissatisfied with their housing: 
Approximately a  third of foreigners intended to nmve  house;  in 
most  cases these were  persons who  were dissatisfied with their present 
accomodation. 
At the moment  it is not  yet possible to make  a  more  precise 
comparison with the :results of the 1968  survey,  given that during that 
year only for.eigners families were questioned and that the 1972 results 
for that category· are not yet avaia;ble.  In 1968  approximately 61  %  of 
foreign l:louseholds  were  ~atisfied with their dwelling aild  22  %  c·onsid.ered. 
that  the~r dwelling was  unsatisfactory.  A comparison of the 1968 and  l912 
result.s indicates that there has been no  great  change in the tenants'a.sses-
ment  of  ~heir housing  co~ditione. 
·A~ regards those who  are dissatisfied with their accomodation, 
account  must  be taken of the fact that,housing should be  considered as 
a  form· of~ use of income.  :There is no  9-oubt  .that  many  foreign 'worker's 
give a  very low priority to  ~ousing iri~t.he  lif?t  .. of.'.goods  and.servicee .. 
..  . ''  '- .. 
to which  ~hey devote their earnings  • 
.  , 
Amount.  of:rent .paid by ·fo~eign workers \employed 'in the Federal. Republic. 
l  I  I 
~-- ...  .  .  .  .  . .  . '...  .. ... ..  .  .  ~-.· . . .  .  . .  .  . .  ....  ,., 
According to the results of the public poll survey a  relatively 
large proportion  (31  %)  of  fa'eign workers had only to pay a.  rent which 
did not  exceed DI:I  2  per m2. 
In actual fact  such rents can  only be in respect  of quite substandard 
. aocomodation.  Account  should also be taken of the fact that,  as stated above, 
the qualitS" of one's housing depends  on  the proportion of one's income that 
one is prepared to devote to  it~ 
./. 
\ .  ,.r 
' 
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'·  ... ,.· 
It appears that  16 %  ~f foreign  work~;~ paid  betw~~~ ~ and  3  DM  per sq  0  me, . 
.  .  t  .  ·.  . '. .  . .  : . .J:  • ·.  : . .  ...  _;..- ~ . . .  .  . : .  ·.  . •''  .... ,  ..  1 • '  •  ,; '.  •  ·•  ••  •  • •  • •  •  .;  •• 
33  %  between. 3  and  S$  .DM  and 20  %  6  D:M  or more·  •. 6  ~~ of foreign workers who 
occup~· ~- pri~ate. dwel,ling or.  o·the;·  typ~ ~fdw,~lhng  h~~e t6  p~  :r.~nts' of  ~t 
least 10  DM  per sq.  m. 
·;...  .:··  ·,·,  "  .  '.::  ",' ,, 
'  •r  . 
If rent's I>er  sq  •. m.  for  separate· housing are  co~pareci with the rents 
for other ternJ;>orary  accomodation i 1i. w~ll be  observed that  th~ former  are  ..,.  . 
far lo"'er  th~.  t~~ latter.  More  than half t~e for.eign workers  occupyin~  ,. 
separate housing  p~d a  rent  of .'1e'ss  .th~  DM_· 3  wh,ereas  nearly 60.% of .,  ··'. 
:  ·.  . .  '  .  ·.  :·  .  :  •.  .  .,  ~  .  '  . .  '  .:,  .  .  .  .  '  :.  ).  .  ·.·  .  \  . 
~oreign wo~kers occupying temporary aocomodation  paid a  rent  a.t  least" mf"5  ...  .  •.  (  .~  .  .  .  . .  ~  -' .  ' .  : ' .  '  .... :. 
Although these ·workers were  not  interviewed it· can be assumed that the· ren~s· per · 
sq.  m.,  ·o.f  other types of a.Ccomodation  usually  ino~uded a  supp1eme~t for fur•  -
niture.  On  the other hand,_ separate aocomodation is rarely rented.furnished., 
The  rents per sq.  m.,  of all rented accommodation  in  ~he Federal Republic 
·were -last  established accurately on  the occasi_on  of the census
1of dwellings . 
and habitations  o;n  25  October  1968•  On. this basis and taking  acq~mnt of. 
changes in ~he price. index for rents, it can· be caloulated t.hat  iJ?.·  Ma;-ch 
,  I  •  .  '  ~  . 
1972 ,the·average-rents pais in the  F~dera1 Republic  were as follows  (these 
.  .  .  I  .  .  .  .  .  .  ' 
rents constitute a  very approximate referance basi-s)  : · 
', 
' 
. 
Rent  per sq.  m.  in • .  .  !.  %of 
in rented  all rente'd 
dwellings  dwellings 
··' 
I  .  .  ... 
\ 
%  less than DM  1.85  20  I 
from  Dl::i:  1.,85 to 
'  •:PM  3o09  50  %' 
from  DI~I  3.09  D!li  4.33  20,% 
. ,. 
to 
· from  DH  4ii33. to  DM  4o94  4 
c1·  ;o 
from m:( 4.94 to  DM  6.18  4% 
~  DH  6.18  and over  3 % 
.;~ 
I 
( 
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A comparison of the rents thus caiculated for all rented dwellings 
with the results. ot:. the ,survey  ~~vee.ls that ·Very  :frequently the :foreign 
'  .  . 
workers'  pr;,y  rents pe:r  sq<>  m.  higher than those ·paid ·by  German  citizens. 
But  it ·~1~~ ~p;e~~ that more  than, 30  %  of ·the foreigners  who  pay less . 
than DM  2  per sq.  m.  are paying a  relatively low rent. 
In answel'  to the  que~tio~ of. ·what  they thought  of their rent;· 
14,: of  ai'l.,fo~ei~ .workers  - ~d  th.eref.ore  of all foreign ·worker's 
living in  ~~llec~i:ve .acoomo~at;ion •  ponsidered that it wa.s  ,;cheap•,• ,45 ·% 
replied that  :i. t  wa.s  nequi table"  and  23 %  :found·. t;ha.t  it w~s "too expensive", 
the reason  fo~ which  most  of them  wished to move  house. 
: .  ~  ' 
..  ··· 
~  .' . 
·,1  ... 
'  .  . .  ~-.. 
',·' 
'·: 
~· ...  '  '  '  .. ~ . 
... .  ~· ............... ,.  " 
:;  ./. 
'. 
'  •  ,·.  ••  .~o" ''  o•'  I  '<(  '  o•'  •  '  ~:  ''~ •  o  "  .. 
:•::  ..  ,.•'t 
:•  . 
·:.·· 
·~  ........ ..  ,  ...... .  ...... ·'  :.,.. ...........  ~  .... ".....  .  ...  ~  ....... ..  'tt•"''''''':········· 
.  ~ .. Pric.e  per sq.  m.'  in DM 
'  .  I  ,  ,:, 
··'·  ·  ... 
,'i 
-· 
l~ss tha~. 2 
from 2  to 3 
from  ~ to 4 
from 4 to 5 
from 5 to 6 
fro•·,l  6  to 1 
from 7 to 8 
from 8 to 9 
from 9 to 10 
from' 10  and  ~ver 
Total  ..  ·_,. 
J· 
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Table  3  l  •  .'·  '  .:· •. j' ~  • 
·Rents· per  sq·. ·m•·  . 
Fo.reign workers' occupied in ·Germany,  ...  : ·. 
,. 
':· 
.;  in inde- . 
pendent 
dwellings 
"  37 
18 
15 
9 
1  '  ,. 
5 
3 
·2 
1 
3 
.I  .... 
living.· 
t em~~rary ·  . 
1
1  t ogethOr  '  , 
:dwellings 
ih %  'I 
1  31 
9  16. 
13  14 
,.  ' 
12. 
I 
10 
.  ~  .. 
13  ' •':·· 
9 
'li.  6 
,.  ·, 
1  4 
'  .. 
8  'J: 
4  1 
··- . 16  ·6 
..... 
..  '  ..  ·  .  ~ .. 
.  100'  100 
''. ,' 
.  ·'  '  . 
··:  ' .. 
,; 
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LUXEMBOID1G 
Cond.i tiona for housing immi~:ts ar.e  fa.r. from being uniform. 
Long-standing immigrants,  qualified salaried staff  7  families 
inoludfri:g many  member·s ·in: employment,, in.  gene~l·iall·Comr.nmi  ty families 
'l.i  ve in: 'identical housing cond.i tions as LuxembOurg families of similar 
so¢al·level. However;  the '·workers  and the families which  come  from rural 
a.re~~-'~i:  the  ..  Ib~ri~·  p~~inmile':~ · ;,ery frequently without  adequate  preparation 
and:  without  means,  are mu.ch.less weil hhu~ed..  The  prese~t 8'ituatl.orl. ia  t:ha~ 
:  .  .  ;.  .  '  .•  .  :  ..  '  t. 
15000 foreign families· ·are. living in identical or similar housing cond.i tiona  .  '  .  . 
to,  tlfO'se · 6I'' 'J..ii.'bcemb'O'urg;· f·a:milies  of· corresponding social· standing,  .but· ,3000  . 
fa.n{ilies  a.re. housed  .. in  ..  :!ib;~-~.ol!i  ,qi st.riqts of ~h~ cap~  tal or tlle  mini~g basin: 
·,  .  ,,  •  '  '- •  ; •  '  •'  .~  ·,  ',  •  !<'' •  •  '"''  !•  '  ~  '  o  •  •,•  • I  •  '  •  ',_, 
~here they tend, tQ  crowd together..  Although. these dwellings  do  no1;  oonsti-
.  .  .,  ..  '!  .  . 
tut·e  aotu.a.l  slums :they are definitely sub-standard by our country's  st.andards~: 
'  ,'  . 
, ;  The  housing condi  tiona of workers li  v;l.ng  alone  ha.v~  improved oonsi.;. 
•  ,.  t ••• 
dera.bly since 1971,  but the. provision of so!De  3000 extra beds .is: vi  tal for  - .  : 
brfng.i.ng the  situ~tion back, to normal •  . 
THE  NEriimiJIJIDS 
'  .neports 'by  the ~C  on  the housing of foreign.  :-rorkers  and .  t~eir 
f~ilies have  alr~ad.y shown  that :there is a.  scibial  problem in respect  of 
acdo-~6~~ting. this· ~~tego~y·  6f".pe;~ons,  · G~ner;ally 's'pea.king foreigil.:loidrker's · 
oo~e 'to the Netherlands 'to  obtai~ unskill~d work.  This. implies that they 
a.re  amon~ the least well  paid workers  a.nd  accordingly oannot  affo;d'  i'o'  p~ 
_. ...  ·.  ..  ... ...  ' i ...  .  .  .  .  .  ,\  ..  ..  '  .  .  1  ..  ..  '~ 
the rent·  a  of 'better quality riew  housing which in  .. any" easEl  are· expensive' fOr 
their Dutch counterparts. 
Generally speaking the housing situation for this group of workers 
can hardly be called s$-tisfactory.  The  employer has to make  available 
satisfactory accommodation  for the foreign worker  he takes  on1  but it 
should be  remembered that up to now  the latter has not  been obliged to· 
occupy the accommodation  provided by  .his  employer. · 
./. .··.I 
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~··  r.  " 
;._,.·In th/  ~~~~~s  ~here housiri.g is.  :Ln.  sh~;.(~upply th~ all~cation 
~  ., •• :'  ;:::.  ~  1 ••  :~·······"''.:  '·.'.•  ....  :.:."  i'•,.  ~:  .. .  · ..  '·  .·  ,.·  ••  ·,  •··  ::.,;  · ..  ·  1.··..  '  .  '.· 
of housing is made  by the .pommunal  housing depe.rtnients. The  ~e.tter make 
~.  •  'l.' I  '  '  ,' •  ~  •  '  '  '  I  .  .  '  '  .~'  ·'  •  •  •  • 
no  dis~inct:l.on .between. nationali  1;ies.  The  rule followed  i~ that the . 
.  :  .,;.:.  ,  .  .  .  .  . 
family should be installed in a  dwelling which' meets certain minimum  standa;rds.  .  ..  .  .  .  ·.·  ' 
It- should be noted,  as. airea.dy  i~dica~-ed in "the  'fltUdies  mi:uie  f~~-. the third 
· report/ that .the  h~~sing probl~m-has bec~~e so  .com~lic~t~d: that  sp~ci~1' i~­
stitutions have had to'be created to take care of foreign workers  and their 
familia~. ,."There  are· some  twenty such  i~stituti~~s,  s;r~'a.d. ove~ th~ count-ry  •. 
/.  ~.~  ...  ~~-~  ..  · ..  '•  .·  .. ·:.  ~  ··~  •,'  ..  '•  '~.  -...  ·  ·,·  ··:·~·~  .....  ·.·;  . 
As.  an  e~cperiment, the Ministry of CUltures  Leis~e and  S~cial Action subsidized 
- '1  - .  ..  ,..  •  •  ',<,  •• 
'the salary an.d  ~tte~d~t  ?-dmin~strati  v~ -~osts o:r  an offi.cial  -~f the "stichting  · 
Bijstand Buitenlandse Werkriemers"  assigned to ·an  institution respons~ble.for· 
\  ..  ' .  •.  ~·  ·:·~ 
housing.  This experiment  started to be  subsidized on  1  r1arch  1971. 
These  subsidies were to be  provided until 31  December  1972,  but 
it.  was  decided to extend the subsidies for  an  additional year. 
The  purpose of 1he  housing institutions was  to provide' foreign 
workers. and' their families with sui  table accommo:lations. within their  ~eans. 
.  ,Apart  from these institutions,  in different towns ·in the Nether-
•  £;  •  • 
lands there are. action groups,  made  up mainl! of young people,  that 
1 are. 
attempting to improve the lot of foreign workers.·  They 'give particular 
attenti'on .to'  the provision of accommodation in boarding-houses. 
Neither  al~e the public authorities insensitive to the problem. 
.;  .. 
'  I 
I  I 
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The  study sent in for· the second report already indicated that 
the communal  administrations were  empowered to adopt regulations in res-
pect  of board and  l~?-€ing for· defiirl~g the·  ~-ortdi  tiona·= ·or· hJrgiener  a·ani tary 
fittings and fire  preca~tions  .•.  In th~ event .bf .th.ese: .dond±tforis not  being 
met  fin_es  could be  imp~'sed or the establishments  couid' be closed down. 
it 'wa.s  shotm.  how. diffi,cult it  'was to apply these·. regula.tions, and to rehouse 
...  ·  .  .~: 
boarder~s,  i'lh~~  a. .boarding~ho~se lla.s· clos'ed. down  b;y:  min1cfpal decision. 
.  ..  . ~ 
The  Inte~rniriieterial .coci.:nttee  wo~kiilg party on ho~sing responsi-bl~ 
for  rec~iting~ entry into  th~ c~1mtry1  placing in· .)ob~ and reoepti'on of 
fo;ei~·- w;~i~ers.,-- s~t up in.19691 . published a' report ·in  December  1970  (repori . 
. by th~ ·~oridng  ·  pe~ty on the 'housi~·{g of fore'ign. ·  worke~~,  Lei~schendam,  Dece~be:r:-
,  :.  .  )  . 
1970)  ~ 
:  :  . . 
··~ 
't .·•  .;  .. 
. .  .  .  .  ·'  ...  ·~·. 
· .. ·· 
....... · ... 
<•.·:,· 
'· . ' 
. ··,  "  ..  ·.  ' . 
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'I 
Poir..t  4 ·:  Ini:provemen t  of .  ~ousi?t.l  c-;~~~-~ t ions  • 
• :  ::  i  ;  '. 
'<  ·,  • 
.  ·.The  dati'!.  p'r,ovided in the  p:.~evj:ol.ls  reports are still yalid, for ..  · 
tnis  ..  r0.po:ct.  However,  !:l.  new ·point  s:hC>t-.1.:;1.  ~~ mentioned· in this chapter  .... 
conc";-nLn.g  the removal  of  discrimina;tio~s._  This.was the royal  D~cree 
'  '  '  '  .  . 
of 16  f·(b,y  1972  in respect  of  ad~an.tr,.ges for  ?O~struction,  pu~chase and 
transi.'o:,:·m~tion of medium-sized dwellings.  ., 
..  This Decree in  part~pular ga,\'e  rights tq nationals of the Member 
Sta-!ie~ of the  Europ~an Economic  CoJ:-~~~~.-ty whic}l  u_r.til  t~e;1 !1_ai  been. cxclu-' 
si:~~~,J.y '!:'<)served  f6r .Belgians,  .i.e,.  g6vr3rnment~·_gt.laranteed loan.s. for  dwehip.gs 
I  C:0:3:+,:l.n.s- mere  the.n  t1jle  ml3Xket  v:e.lue  of  r.:'ouncil  houses  .. and<  of loans of '10.0  % 
.fo:r.~  1c~q·•1struction ·an4,. 90 %  fo.r  pm~cllase. 
·' 
'· 
.  .  :The  Law  o~ 4  November  1971  (3CID1,  I  p._l745)  (F13deral  Law  Gazette)' 
9n  the m_easures  .tQ.  improve the rent ,la'l'rr,  to  lim~  t .l:'ent- inc:reases  .. and t.o  ..  r.  .  .  ;  .  .  .  .  ~  .  .  .  •·.  .  '  .  .  .  .  .. 
regula~e  .. engin~.ers' ,~d ,architects'. feesr  which:  w~s mentj:_oned,_as.: a  draft·. 
Bill ~~~ the .third report·, . as well  a13.  Jh~·  .law  of ;25  No:vem~er 1971  (BGBl.  . i 
\  . 
I  P•.  18·~9 )on _increas_ing  ~h,e !)rotoytion o:f.  t(';}na.nt_s  agai:p.st  termination- of 
lease have. come  into ±:oroe. • It w9nld  ~ppea.r  ~hat  t~1ese laws _have  pr?ved. 
effeqti.ve~ 
'.  \.;  t';  , .·(.  ····' 
.  ln .o1•deJ;'  ~o improye. hot1-~ing oc:m~~~~ons ge;ne:J;'a:J,.ly,.  a.  Q.r.aft  Bill 
aimed at. adapting the stock .of  housing to. modern.. st<;Ulda.rds  is be~ng P:t;"epared • 
.  ,J  .  "  ....  '•  .  . 
'rh:i~;~  law  111~1~ .prov:\.de. the legal bas:i.s  for  ~inis1~a:tive regulation.s under 
· which  owners  ca.n  be  compelled to -keep their houses  in  goc::>d.  repair  a,.."ld _.to.  .  .· 
. modernize them t? a minimum  eta.nde.:':'..-3  of comfort,  u_"liform  throughout  Germany. 
I  ' 
This  minimU.m  standard has still to be  fixed but  itJ!lUst  be attained if 
.  .  . I 
healthy housing condi  tiona are to be  ensured. These measures ·will parti-
cularly benefit foreign workers. 
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See sub-point 2. Additionally mention  eii()U!a' be·  inade  of the  la~ 
of 24 July 1972  on  social e.qtion for the benefit of immigrants,  Which 
'·  !,' 
constitutes .the legal basis _of  the ImmigJ.'ation SerVice· and which,  among· 
other  thin~s,  provid~s.  for  the.· imple~e~tation  ·of'  a  Grand-;Ducal· regulation 
which lays down  thel:att~  •.  ·.  s~it~tion ~d  hygiene conditions tl:.a.t  must 
~  .  . 
be  m·et  by housing-. for immigrants •. 
.  •.  .  '  ·.·'  .··  ' 
.  I 
THE  NEn!ERLA.NDS 
The  concentration· of fo1•eign  workers· in certain ·districts wl;tere 
there. are  114."'\llY  cheep  dwelli~gs g~v~ rise.  to tension. in only a  single' 
•'  ,•  '  ,•  -'  ...  '  •  L 
lns:tance. This was  when, •.  fol,lowing the  puiochase  by estate agents  of old 
hou~es to  ~mich.  the  law!.  o~ dw~l.li~gs  (woonruimt~w~t) hatl  deased ·to  apply, 
for: communal  letting or  ~or  S~lling on  lease-sale terms tO  migrant  WOrkers 1 
large local concentrations of foreigners  occurred and the Dutch inhabitants 
}  '  . 
felt threatened in their own  district. _The  public authorities were  then 
aske~ to take  mea.~ures to ·regulate and· limit the housi1lg of foreigners, 
A regulation _to  that effect'  issued  ~Y the· co~e.l admini.stration of 
Rotterdam .was; suspended a.s  iJ_le~l· by  t~e Mini~try. of Hol:ising  and ToWn· and 
cohn:try Planning  •.  In. order  ~o pt.lt  an  end to the di:eord.ers, ·cont:t-ol  of·,,  . 
;  .  .  .  '·  ·,  .· ··.·.  ;  ··;.  '.  . .  .  .·  .  .  .·  .. 
the. oocupancy:of empty  r~ntect .. dwellings was  re-eStablished,.'.·· ·Efforts ·al'e 
t  '  •  •  I 
0  1
'  ~ 
1 
...  ,~·  '  •  ;  '  •'·  I  '  •  O,  '  •  '  J  1  ,  ,  ,  ' 
also being ma.d,.e _to  p~even~.,  uno.ontrolled increases in the'· number  o;f  boarding 
.. ·'·  .,'···  ...  . 
houties  and to get rid of unsui~able boarding hdua·ea-·by :amending the housing 
regulatione·a.nd by carrying  o~t a  more  active policy for the  creatio~ of_ 
-· 
collective ·.dvellings  •... Att.empts will also be  ma.de  to help solve the problem 
by an  int.ensi:ve  ~0~~-me.  _o;_  sl~m,cie:~~c~
1 ~d  the': rehovation bf old 
· property. But,. above  a.il._th~  .. ~ket  i~ hous~ng  ·~at· be :eriiarged by  :encoura-
•  .  .  •  ·:  • :.·· .. <  ......  ,  .  .  ...  '  '\·:·.,..  ',.  .  .. 
ging the  constr~?-c;tion of.new <;wellings in the actual ·areas where -·there .. is 
•  ••  :  •  '·'~  f 
still ·a shortage. 
)  . 
~  '  I  ' 
·, 
.  ·' 
..  ..  ·'  . 
~  ;  ..  _ 1-
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'\ 
\..- -_  Continuing i ~s schemes--to improve the  hous~ng situation foil. 
workers in .the  mi~es and the metallurgical  i~dustries who  are- to a  large·· 
exte~t  i;i8;>do  tttl  of.for~i.gners~  th~ ECSC  decided to  cari~y:o~~ a  ne~ sQhcme  ,  _ 
1
'-.  for'the 'dons·bruction  of 43t/dwellings.  These  ~weilin~s.·are destined to. 
i  "! 
'  ' 
'be  let or  sold. 'io.  workers in the  mines- or the 'met'al  ind"Listri~s in the  ,. 
province, of Limburg  • 
. Tn order to finance. thise •scheme  a royal  Deere~  ·_of  l5 De~ember' 
1971 :;  authori~ed  'the National  Hou~ll_lg'  As~ocia.ti~n to .float a  governm~nt:,.;. 
guarante"ed,l?a.n-of Bfrs  260  million~ The  ECSC  has' ~ssumed respons~bHH;r 
for half of this loan. 
'-
· .  ·There have been no  new. subscriptions from the ·ECSC  to the'_· Nationa,l. 
Land-Association ·since -the  end of'l967. 
/  ' 
GERMANY  '- - none 
...  :. 
H}:l.lCJPMBOURG - none  I 
, ... 
•,\-' 
THE.  NEIDi-IERJ;!I..l'J]2§_  none· 
..  ~·  ~  "-
'  ."·I 
'' 
).•'  '·'  ·-'· 
/ 
\' 
·-' 
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Point 6  :  Housin~ standards 
BELGltn4 
' 
The. same  repiies as in the preceding report~ 
I  • 
Mention  should be  made  howev~r of the new  arrangement  established by 
the circular of 18  January 197 3 for the· standards that  must  be  met  by commW}a.l 
housing rented to persons who  have. le~t insanitary accommodation,  for rent 
and  removal  allowances to be  peyable.: 
i 
The  standards fixed by the circular relate in the main  to the 
i  . 
number  of habitable rooms  in relation  ~to ,the number,  the age  and  the se:x 
of the futUre tenants, to the minimum :of living space,  to ventpation, 
lighting, weatherproofing,  equi?ment~ sanitary fittings and  environmento 
This circular is of  consider~ble importance since, unless these 
standards had been fixedj·rent  and  re~oval allowances  could not  be  paid 
to persons .who-had  left insanitary accommodation  to move  into communal 
housing. 
GERMANY 
For humanitarian reasons,  duting his stay and  employment  in the 
Federal Republic  of Germanu,  the foreign worker  has the right to adequate 
.  I  . 
accommodation.  Regulation  (EEC)  No  lql2/68 guarantees in particular 
equality of treatment to the foreign worker  as regards housing. 
,I 
In the Federal Republic of  Ge~many there is no  regular inspection 
either 'of the hostels or dwellings occupied by Germans  or of those 'occupied 
by  foreign workers. Undoubtedly  some  c:ontrol  over the quality of the hostels 
for foreign \'>lorkers  can be effected i1 the context  of the agreements for 
employing and recruiting the said workers. 
·;.' .. 
v 
'  I 
'\ 
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Thus,  before  sending recruiting requests to the services establ_ished · '· 
abr~a<+, ·the competent  labo'q.r  offices :inspect the hostels that the  employers 
offer to the foreign work7rs that -they recruit •.  In order  ~6 be  sui  table,  1 
a  hostel, destined for foreign workers. must  meet~  the  standards. fixed by the 
"direc.t.i  ves  on hostels for foreign workers in the Federal Republic of 
Germa.r1y" _which  were  issued by the Federal Minister of 'Labour  and Social 
Affairs and:  which  came  into·force on  1  April 1971,  with the exception of 
existing hostels for which time limits were  granted.  Compared with the 
provisions in force until that date,  the  minimum 'standards in respect  of 
size,  equipmont  and  sanitary conditions of hostels. for foreign workers 
;  .  '  .  .  ..  ·, 
fixed by these directives have .been considerably impr.oved. 'Subse~Eilntly, 
.  .  \ 
the hostels for foreign workers were regularly inspected:  In certain 
specific· cases the ·Labour Inspection and the Public Hee.lth. Departments 
are called ·in and themselves  inspect  the hostels for foreign workers  .•  · 
· \·Jhere .foreign workers are housed  on  works1sites the regulation 
of 21  Febru,ary 1959  (BGBl.  1  Po  44/45)  giving effect to the .law on  housing 
'  .  . 
on  works 1sites qf 13 December  1934 · (BGBl.  1  p.  1324). must  be  observed. 
Since the new  directives  on the housing of foreign workers  are 
not  lege,l regulations and therefore have no  legal force, the Fed'eral 
.Minister fo  Labour  and Social Affairs is preparing a  legal basis for 
the· control  of'  hoste.ls for· foreign work(;)rs  that  employers  make  available 
. to  workers be they German  or foreign•  The rules for protection in resp.ect 
of communal housing will be  entered in th·e·omployment .o·ode'and 
I 
'. 
the direc.:fiives  cont~ining the different  minimum  stand.ards··will  be replaced· 
bY,  a  regula.t.ional text. Meanwhilo.the draft Bill has been forwarded to· 
Parliament •. ·  .  .  . \  . 
.;  . 
. '. 
., 
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According to the laws  of the LMnder  on  the control and maintenance 
of hostels v1hich  c?ntain minimum  qualitative standards for the arrangement  and 
.  . 
equipment  of d't'Tellings  and habitations,  the communes  are able to effect 
improvements  in defective hostels by advice,  opinions,  warnings  and  even 
by  orders  havin~ legal force.  In thi.s. sphere also,  in order that he  mey 
remedy  faulty situatiqns  ~n a  broader field and  more  effectively than in 
the past,  the  }~nister for Housing and Town  ~d  Country  P~anning ~rill  .  .  : 
p:resent  a  general  law  on the control  of housing which will  cover the 
I 
broad field of dwellings,  pre~ises and buildings used for housing,  inclu-
ding  f~rnis'housing and hostels subsidized by firms. 
Also the  law  on  the promotion  of urban construction of ?1  July 
l971  (BGBl  1 p. 1125)  itself contributes to the improvement  in foreign 
workerG'  housing conditions. 
Final),y,  regional groups . for coordination  (and there are 
already more  than a  hundred of them)  are concerned at  local  level with 
the problem of housing foreign workers. 
All the legal and regulational provisions  ~  .. ~r10erning the advantages 
granted by the State in respect  of hous~n~ lay down  standards of habi  tabi  H ty 
and construction which  must  be  observed for the grant  of  prerni~s and sub- .  .,  .  .  ' 
sidies.  ~~1e standards of construction and habitability laid down  are broadly  ·.  .  .  .  .  .  . 
the  same  as those  contain~d in the legislation of the other partners of the 
Euroepan  Cor.1muni ty.  The  new  regulation which  determines the conditions. of,  · 
location~ sanitation and hygiene that have to be  met  by immigrants'  hostels 
~1d which is currently being drafted will take aQcount  of these conditions  • 
.  /. • 
~-· 
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The  oxeou.tion  of these regulations is  ~he rosponsibl..li  ty of the 
Immigration Servi.ce,  which,  .by  virtue oJ .the.  la~li  of  24 July 1972.  previously 
mentioned,  "is l.;espq:t:lsible  for the control  ~f hostels rented to  immigrants  .  .  , 
by the State,  the communes  and private persons  or organizations". 
THE  !'ffil'T:IE!:1LLUms·  none. 
' ..  '  . 
. '. 
~~. 
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Point  7  :  Information-for workers 
BELG:UM  none 
GERMANY 
ThG  overseas  rcorqiment  departments  of the Federal Labour 
Office provid6 information to foreign workers who  are interested in 
obtaining employment  in the Federal Republic  of  Germany  on  the  accom;nodnticn 
situation in Germany.  If the workers are recruited a."ld  given  employment 
on the baois  of agreements  concluded between the Federal  Government  and 
the coru1tries  of origin the employers arc compelled to provide adequate 
accommod.a-~  ion.· 
:i:orcovcr,  under the system of  equ~l treatment  as regards 
accom.1nodation  of "t>rorkers  of Member  Countries of the EEC,  Italian workers 
who  are  s.celdng employment  are  informed of  available rooms  in German 
. workers''hpmes  (para 55  AFG),  where they may  sta.v  un~il they have  solved 
their housing problem on the spot. 
G:!.vcn  the difficult housing situation in the Federal Republic  of 
Germany,  the services for recruiting from  abro~d can  enter into  n~ ~~1der­
taking as regards families.  If they ask to bring their  families~ the 
foreign ;-wrkers are informed howE::ver  ·that,  according to the  prbci~,1les 
of the Landers 'ministers of the Interior, their families  may  joir. them 
only· whon  they have been in the Federal Republic for ·one yee.:r  and hove  found 
a  family dvrelling which  meets the usual standards.  This time limit of one 
year docs not  apply to workers  of the Hember  States of the EEC. 
./. / 
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,  .. 
_The  .press,;:an~ ·informv.ti~n service of the Federal  Government 
·: 
· produces:..a brochure .in the different  languages  and_financed by the·Federai 
Office Hhich 6ives detailed information on the conditions laid down  for the· 
allocation of housing  t~ which  foreign workers have the same,right  as 
German  workers.  This brochure is  di~tri  buted by the  wlfare associations.-
, In o:rder to provide  for~ign workers  ..  ~ith information  on th9 impor  ... 
.  !.  I  .  .  ·.  . 
tant aspects  of working condi  t~ons  ~'ld everyday life _in  G,e.rmany  the Federal 
'  I  '  - '  '  '  .  ·~  •  •,  '  •  ' 
. Office }).c>,s ·produced a  new. _system  of infor;nation in three steps which is 
contained in brochures  and.  guides~. 
:The  f:Jllowing brochures  :. 
"Allgemeine Arbei  ~s- und Lebensbedinguilgen in 'der .·Bundesrepublik 
Deutschland" 
(420  000 oopies) 
"Informationen  f~ ausHindische Arbei  tnehmer,  die  eine Beschaf'tigung 
in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland aufnehmen"· 
(370  000  copies) 
"Ratgober ffir auslandische Arbei  tnehmer in ·der Bunde·srepublik 
Deutschland" 
(1st  edition 670  000  copies)  ,. 
are published in the languages of the countries of origin.-.They are 
circulated in the above  chronological  order by  the relevant  departments of 
the Labovx Administration of the German  Federal Office  and by the. German 
organizations for  social  assi~~. 
-·  ./. 
;  ··. 
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l 
1.· 
i·  :  ,. 
' 
~,suarit to the provisions  o~ Article 2  of the  above-mentioned law 
of 24  July 1972  the Immigration Servi.ce ·is resp·onsible for  inf•Jrmation as 
laid down  ·w1der  point 7 of the Recommendation,  both in the worker's country 
of origin· by direct contact with. the emigration centres,  by means  of 
information brochures and practical guides for the immigrants,  and in the 
receiving country itself through the mass  media. 
THE  NETHETILti.lJ'DS  - none. 
'  ' 
. ./. \ 
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Point  8  - Aq,com:!lodation  provided by the  em.Q_loyer 
BELGIUl~.  .  \ 
A distinction should be  rriade  between  individual, immi-gration  and  , . 
collective Lmnigration  (as  a  group). 
/ 
As  regard~ individual immigration,  a·royalDecree pf 5 lilay  1970 
(Belgian IIonHor  of 30  July 1970)  mhlces  the grant  of housing 'and_ ·the·. 
working permit  subject  to the signature by the  employer-and the wo:z:ker 
of a  st8ndnrd work contract which  lays dovm  under Article 16 
"the emplqyei' ·undertakes to find for the worker living alone. 
who  so requests· a  suitable dwelling at the current rent in force in the 
region and meeting the condi  tiona of hygiene laid down  by Belgian law" •.. 
As  regards  colle_ctive  immigration  (as a  group),  the royairDedree 
of 15  July 1969  (Belgian Monitor of  31  July 1969)  lays dqwn  in Article 
13  that  : 
11provid,ing WOrk  and .accommodation for  a  g'I'OUJ?  Of  at least 15  .. 
1r10rkers  no-t;  permanently resident_ in Belgium when  the application for 
'  \ 
permission to. work is made,  is subject ·to the previous  submission ·of 
a  wri tton application to the employment  administration of the Ministry· 
for Employr,1ent  and  Labo~".  Included in other information.this appli-
cation -must. shm·.r  what  measures have  been taken to provide  accommodation 
for th_e  lv9rkerE;J  t.o  be recruited·. 
Uhen  permission to· recruit the group  ha~ been granted,  the grant 
of the vwrking parmi  t  and, _the  authority to  occu·py  accommodati'C>n  are  su.bj ect 
t.o the signnttire of  a ·work contract'  the terms  of which;  in so far as 
housing is concerned,  are identical with those of the contract  signed 
fqr individual-immigration. 
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GERMANY 
Even  before they leave their country,  workers going to work 
in Germany  can  see from  their contract whether their employer will 
provide individual  or communal  accommodation,  as well  as how  much  rent 
they will have to pay.  The  Federal Office regularly examines  whether 
all parts of the hostels that it  subs~dizes are maintained in good  shape 
and  whether the minimum  standards fixed by the directives issued by the Fe-
deral 1-!inistor for Labour  and Social Affairs are being complied with,  par-
ticularly as  rc~ds the authorized number  of occupants.  As  regards 
hostels subsidized by aid from  the State,  the Lander  and the  communes 
under tho special scheme  for the construction of hostels for foreign 
workers,  the Federal Office has the right to visit the premises in order 
to verify uhether the appropriatL.ms have been properly used. 
LUY~MBOURG- see points 2'and 6. 
THE  NErHIDLANDS 
The  specialized di  visj.on of the Ministry of Social Affairs and 
Public Health which  was  mentioned in the first report  has  ceased to check 
the various·dwellings belonging to firms  or the  communes.  It has  limited 
its activities to giving advioe  and to carrying  out  preliminary checks  of 
hostels prcr\rided ·by firms  for  foreign  workers they have taken on,  which 
doea'·not  affect the prerogatives of the other bodies. 
Since l  N6vember  1970: preventive checks have also been under-
taken in respect  of the accommodation  for foreign workers recruited 
outside the Official recruiting procedure. 
This division gives  advice  on  the creation and the operation  ·. 
of ·buildings destined· for communal  accommodation  as well  as  on  the food 
to be· provided' 
;/. .. 
'-.,! 
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The  table below  shows  the number  of inspections c¥'ried out  in 
recent-years. 
1969  516 
1970  973 
~ 
1971  1 691 
1972.  927 
This includes inspections.carried out  on  hostels,  boarding 
houses  and· other private establishments that  accommodate  foreign: workers. 
I 
'  ' . 
.  'l'hore. has been satisfactory cooperation with the institutions 
devoted to honsing f8reign workers. 
.  \ 
Itioreover,  firms' often ask for advice,  for  example,  on  the 
purchase,  transformation and interior re-shaping of dwellings destined 
for foreign l'lorkers .;' 
\ 
\ 
.;. 
·' 
··' 
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A.  Statistical tables 
Table No  1  Foreign labour  employed  in the Member  Countri.~"' of 
the EEC  in 1971. 
Table  No  2  :  Foreign  labour employed  in the Member  Countries of 
the EEC  in.1972. 
Table l'To  3,: Fi,rst  working permi te granted to foreign labour in 
the Member  States of .the EEC  during 1971 
(situation at  31  December  1971). 
Table No  4 :  First working permits granted to foreign  labour in 
the Uember  States of the EEG  during 1972 
(situation at  31  December  1972). 
B.  Information memo  on  the  accommoda-'~ion of  m~grant workers  and their 
families in France. 
c. Text  of the Italian Government  reply on  the implementation of the 
I 
Recommendation  on  the housing of migrant  W•Jrkers. 
./. \ 
,. 
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Annex A  - Taple No  l 
FOREIGN. LABOUR  EMPLOYED . IN .THE  MElfflER.  COUNTRIEs  OF  THE  EEC 
'in 1971 . 
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Annex  A - Table  No  2 
FOREIGN  LABOUR  EID!PLOYED  IN  THE  IYJEri'IBER  COUNTRIES  OF  THE  EJro 
IN  1972 
.  , 
R e  i  i-ng  t 
t  c  e  v  c  0  un  ry  . 
..  ~ 
.. 
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Annex A  - Table  No  3 
;  ... !!£E.uorking  ·perm~  t s·  granted ;tq_~,igrl_lab'our 
,;  .  ~  '  ; '  .  ~  ~ .  .  . '  '  .  .  .  .  ' .  .  .  ' 
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Annex  A •  Table No  4 
FirGt  working perrrii ts granted·'tO· foreiw;l ·l:abrmr · 
in the Metlber  Stat.ei:;  of· the  EEC  · 
during~  1972 
(Situation at  31-'-Deoenber  ~972~· 
'I,  ' 
•_.Reoei ving :-country···  '·I 
·{ Be"lgium  ·  Ge~b-ririy'l Fraiice- ·Italy 1  tweeinbom:g "f Nethe~  .. lend~~· 
c  c  • 
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Source:  Statistical Office of the European  Co~~unitiea 
_.1 
l: 
·.  (. 
1.  Since the discontinuance of the working perDit Belgium  has been unable 
to provide figures 
.. · I' 
ANNEX  B 
•  .  •  .1  .  I 
UIFORJYIATION  ON  THE .  .ACCOMf,IODATION  OF  MIGRANT  WORKERS 
AND  THEIR  FAMILIES  IN FRANCE, 
.. 
.  · The  efforts· mede  in France· to house  foreign workers  and the · 
, results achieved were  appre·ciably increased in. 1971  and  1972..  In particular, 
the appreciable increase inthe vo1Ul7le  of ,ir.unigration  experienced in 1969 
'  '  .>  •  ~  •  ' 
and  even nore  so:  in 1970  ~  a  year 'dur,ing which approxime.tely  200  000  perme.nent 
workers  a,rtcl  80 000  fai:lilies  entered .the  country, called for_ f:r:-?sh  efforts. 
The  inpetus was  provided ·.by  two  so,urces: 
Firs:t  of al·l,  during the prepc-.ration of 'the VI.th  Econonic and . 
. Social  De~~lopr:1ent  .Pl~1'1, .  the  .speci~.lized  Cor;~rli tt ees  6ar.~ied  o~t an: asses_sment 
- '  '  I) 
- of the foreign  wo~lcers~ housing needDo  'The  Conunittee-for Social Action 
in particular assecssed at  41  000  beds pep year 'the  nu.mb~r of bedu  requ~red 
between  1971  and  1972  for·new nrrivals  living as batcheloz:s ·(36  000)  and 
for making good the -accumulated deficit_ (5  000). 
Secondly,  the  Govern.~ent itself clearly int.ended. to act  vyi th 
renew.ed vigour on behalf ·of all those who  were badly housed by-· getting rid 
of ramshackle  dwellings  called "shanty towns
11  and insanitary dwelll.ngs  in 
'  -' 
general,  where  r:1igrant  workers  tend to  congregatE?,• 
Greater administrative end financial means  were  provided for 
th~s purpoGe by a  law of 10  July 1970.  Under  a  Decree· of 23  October  1970 
a  Standing Interminipterial Group 'was  established for €etting rid of 
insanitary accor.JIDodation,  for reinforcing the collaboration 'between· the 
vari~us ministerial departmentG  concerned and for the  imple1:wnta~ion of a 
connon  poli_cy.  A circular of 27  AUt,<'?ust  1971  also nominated in each 
Departement· in thG  provinces  an official  re~ponsible for coordinating the 
. progr~e3 and for 3Upervising the proper  carry~ng out  of the·operationa  • 
.All  theoe  arrangei:lents  produced rapid results from  1971  omm.rds. 
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Consequently,  as  in.preceding years,  the measures  taken for 
housing foreign workers  during 1971  and  1972  were  uainly due  to the  e~tions 
of.two specialized organizationst ·the Social Action Fund  for migrant 
workers  (FAS)  cont~olled by the Ministry of Social Affaira and the 
Standing Interministerial Group  for disposing of insanitary  acco~aodation 
(GIP).  The  General Secretariat of the latter is- incorporated in the 
Ministry of Tmm.  and  Country Planning,  Infrastructure,  Housing and  Tourisr;r. 
These  two  organizations direct their efforts in the first place at 
providing  accoT~modation for workers  living as  b~tchelors and  subsequently 
at providing housing for families. 
'  It should be remembered  that in Franco  foreigners have  the same 
rights as French nationals as  reg~da  lat.-cost h01:.si.ng  '  T}le  [1Q[',;.,;uros 
described here are therefore specific measures  designed to  fac~litate the 
sol~tion of difficult pr.oblems  which  cannot  be solved under  cor:unon  law. 
(1)  Accommodation  for workers  living as batcheloriJ: 
Since its creation in 1959  the Social Action Fund  for migrant 
workers has  always  given priority to housing,  omohg  the various_  activities 
·.it undertakes for foreign ·workers.  Froni  1959·to  31  December  1972  it has 
devoted increasing sums  for  such housing totalling FF  801  616  000 
representing 80%  of its expenditure  • 
. It does not  act on  its own  account but  intervenes by financing 
in whole  or in part the construction of'  hostels and,  in exchange  for,· 
this financial help,  places in tho hostels are reserved-for migrants.· 
Thus,  in its budget  for  1971  it devoted FF  75  million for 
housing isolated persons  and  by so  doing it financed the provision of 
1.5  070  beds  in hoatels.  For 1972  the r.ppropriations  for the aame 
purpose  a~ounted to FF  65  million. -, 
•  I 
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,  i  From  1959 to  30  June  1972  the.FAS  financed a  total of 106  186 
~- beds. 
j·,i~;:.-, 
"-· 
Mo~Gover,.the Ministry of Town  and ·country Pianning;  Infrastructure, 
H~using and  Touris;J  make~ available  each year to the abovementioned 
Standing InterminiGterial Group  (GIP)  a  number  of  p~aces in hostels  (:BLt"a, 
PLR  or pre!}liuT.lS)  under ·the  progre:nme  for disposing of insanitary 
,-
accott'110d~tion,  called  PRI~. 
It' shoul<i however. be  made ,clear the tre Social Action Fund 
provides  ~upple~entary financial  contributions for many.operations  financed 
pr~marity under the  P-RI  programme.  The·  FAS  and PRI  schemes are not 
therefore- always  interdependent.  (a.;,en this interrelationship between the 
.,  ..  ' 
ttrJO · programine.s,  the nu111ber  of new beds for foreign workers  financed in 
1971  is assessed at approximately 22  000 •.  The  effort  t"i'a.G  increased in 1972. 
and through the  joint action of these tvm  or~izn.tions new  ho3tels for 
workers living as batchelors,  of a  total capacity of 29  000 beds,  ~vill 
have  been financed bettrmen·  1  January ·1972  and  31  Decembe:r;- 1972 •. 
The  nurnb~r of beds  financed bet1..J'een  1969  and  30  June  1972  can 
be  estimated 
employers.· 
at  180  bOO  not  counting tho hostels  cree:.tect  .exc1us~vel;y: .by 
.  ' 
2.  · !I..£.uSinr; of foreign workers  accompanied by their fanilies 
.  " 
Since it was· set up,  the Social Action Fund for  migre.n~ wo.rkers  operates, 
in this sphere 'aiso by reservi:ng,.  in the social housing prograr:nnes  at 
present  be1~g c~r.ied out  (HUff.  and PLR)  by mecns  of the  fine>..r10ial  aid it 
provides  1  a  certain number  of dvrellings  which will be allotted ~9 t~e 
families of foreign workers. 
By  30  J~c 1972,  the  F/~ had ~hus ~~Gerved 14  666  dwellings. 
including 2565  transit dwellings. 
'  .  ' '  I. 
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For its part, the abovementioned Ministry has placed at the 
disposal  of the GIP  an  allocatio~ of moderate  and  lqw  rent  dwellings 
fqr families having  left  ins~itary accon~odation and this largely 
benefits foreign faoilies. 
The  following figures in respect  of the number  of dwellings 
financed in this fashion through the GIP  illust~ate the effort that  was 
made  in 1971  and  1972: 
Transit dwellings:  1 065  in  196~,. 1 294  in 1970,  2 099  in 1971 
3  700  in 1972 
Permanent  d~ellings:  2 845  in 1970 7  3  396  in 1971,  5  297  in 1972" 
Under  the  ~£m1pai~ against insanitary accommodation  most  of the 
big shanty towns of the Paris region will have  been  emptied or will have 
di3appeared at the beginning of  1973~ the  last one  being in the process 
of being emptied at the the  end  of 1972. 
Finally, varous specific measures  should be mentioned which 
I 
have recently boen  teken and  which  are concerned with the housing of 
foreign workers:: 
) 
(a)  A Decree  was  issued on  1  October  1968  under the terms  of which  ~-.  ~ 
the Prefect of the Paris region must  compulsorily allot to those persons 
who  are badly housed or to families  who  are living in trensit towns  -
categories which  include a  large number  of foreiGn familieG - a  part  of 
the mediun  rent  dweliings as  soon as they are built  ( 6. 75%  of the 
progr~~e) or when  they become  vaqant  (50%  of vacancies). 
'I J ; 
j 
·'f  .,, -
I· 
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(1b)  A Decree of 21  JcmUc.1..ry  1971  hns provided for, the. pos::>ibility 
of extending these  provis~ons by miriisteri<:l  Decree to towns  of oore than 
100  000. inl,1~bitan~s.  A certain ntll':1ber  of Decrees  have  already been passed 
(Lyon,  Borde11ux,  Nanqy,  -Li:11ogcs,, etc.)  which have  been easier to apply 
than in the Paris region.  others are being drafted. 
r  ·.  ·'. 
(c)  Accqrding to arrangements which ,came  into. force  on 16  October 
1972  erJployers are henceforth r'equired. to provide ctecent  accommodation at 
a  noroal price.  not  only to workers brought  into' the  country legitimately by 
the Nai!ioncl  Immigration Office but also to those \ihose positionrhas been 
regularized.  I1~oreover, this undertaking will henceforth .be  contain~d in  . 
. the Harking contract. 
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TEXT  OF  THE  ITALIAN  GOVERNMENTS'  REPLY 
ON  THE  IMPLENIENTATION  OF  THE  RECQ1.1MEN-
DATION  ON  THE  HOUSING  OF  MIGRANT  WORKERS 
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ANNEX  C 
. The  Commission  of the European.Communities  naked the Italian 
Governme~t for a  report  on  the implementation of the  Recon~en~ation 
concerning the housing of workers  and their families  vrho  :1ove  within 
the Community.  In this respect it sho~ld be  remembered,  as was  mnphasized 
in the previous reports,  th~t although the problem of housing migrant 
workers  is of particular import because  o~ the social implication3 
involved for our countryuen who  move  around seeking work  in the Community, 
it is of negligible interest for a  country like Italy,  a  large producer 
of emigrants,  because of the small number  - confirned by the statistics 
available ta the EEC  - of Community  workers.  who  find employment  in Italy. 
And  this is unlike the general situation in the other Member  countries in 
the Community  where  the grave difficulties encountered in respect of · 
housing are a  consequence  of the large numbers  of immigrants thc.t  move 
around in their countries. 
After all, the principle governing the construction 'of  ~ooial 
and  subsidized dwellings under  law  No  60  of 14  February 1963,  which  is to be 
replaced in the context  of the new  regulations laid down  by  la;;r  No  365 
"'· 
of 22  October  .1971,  O'lhich  unifies the administrations and  public bodies  in the 
the building Gector,  continues to be applied.  This  principle provides that, 
p'I,U'suant  to Article 9  of Regulation 1612/68  on free movement,  there shall 
be  no  discrimination between national and  Comn1unity workers  as regards rights 
and·  advanta.gea  granted in respect of housing. 
r 
[,~' 
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1-'  'On  .the other hand,. it nhould  b~.  rerncptpered that. c-.lmost  nli 
_,.f  nationals' of the  l~ember States living .in Italy o.re  employees  or management 
staff and consequently are in a  much  better position to find ecconmodation 
'  ' 
·' 
011  .the free market for  housing~ 
We  should also make  clear that,  generally speaking,  where  some 
:tensions appear  in. Italy .ove·r  the use of urban accnrnr.1odation  in aroal3 
where  large flows, of  .,internal mi~ation converge_,  the  problem is not 
solved by uaing coramunal  acconit:!odat:ion  for. vrorkers  except  - nnd  even in 
'  these cases the arrangements for hygiene a.nd  safety at  \'lOrl:  are observed. -
.for mobile  works  13itos for  certain productiye activities  • 
.  We  sincerely hope that 1  given the  i~porta.nce for the Italian. 
Government  of the problen of hoUGing  our workers  who  move  ar?und in the 
Con'Uunity,  the.abovementioned report- particularly at a  time when  we  are 
trying 11o  implement  a  common  pc-licy for  employmel?-t  which is necpss::crily 
'  affected by housing possibili  tie<J  ~ Will give an  increa~;;ingly_ accurate 
picture of.the actual.housing conditions existing in the different 
countries to which  our  countrymen emigrate.  It Ghould already be .possible 
to establish a  linf<  between 'the replieo  ~o the. eight points of_ the 
Reconnendatiori  and the results of the  survey thp.t  the  EEC  Co::1missio:ri  is 
required----to  carry out- on social a.ccomr!lo.dation  and in particular ar;;  regards 
hostels for foreign workers,  on  the basis of the decisions of the  Council 
of ninistors for Social Affairs of 27  July 1971  in ·respect  of the Commu.nity 
survey_ on "the living and ,working conditiono of  f~reign .vrorkers  in the EEC"o · 
\ 